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LOSE

MUST SPEND REST ROYALTY
OF HIS DAYS

LIVES IN

WRECK

FATHER

THE WHITELAW

COULD

NO
HAVE RECEIVED
GREATER PUNISHMENT

PULLMAN COMPANY SUED
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 22. J. C
Miller, a Government employe of the
Philippine Islands, and his wife, Mrs. YOUTH CONFINED MUST SUFFER
Adelaide Miller, brought suit against
the Pullman Palace Car company AND JUDGE FARRAND DECLARED
here today for $1,165 which, they deHE HOPED THE MURDERER
clare, represents the value of jewels
WOULD BE REMORSEFUL
and money stolen
a Pullman car

LIMITED HITS FAST PASSENGER
PLOW8 THROUGH PRIVATE CAR OF ROCK ISLAND

ENGINE

VICE PRESIDENT.

IMPORTANCE

ONS

BIO

IN IRON

STEEL

OF
VISITATION

PRODUCTS

AS WELL
RIOUS ORES

L

DAILY MAXito

Rarely
Regret
What We Did
Not Say

:rvi

CITY

REIDS

PRISON

WA8 ONCE SECRE-TAROF WAR, KILLED.

VISITS

We

22, 1912.

The responsibility for the wreck
was placed on the towerman at Edge-woo- d
RED11CTI
by Henry J. Broecker, flagman
of train No. 25, at the inquest which
began here shortly before noon. He
AND
A
testified the towerman should have
3
blocked No.
for ten minutea. He
added that he left his car and went
to Hag the other train.
"I ran back with my white and red
lanterns," he testified, "and gave
PROPOSE TO CUT
FORMER Engineer Stuart the signals. He an- DR. WEBSTER
IS GIVEN
T. HARAHAN,
LIFE AMBASSADOR AND WIFE ENTER DEMOCRATS
JAMES
swered by whistles, showing that he
TARIFF ON ALL ITEMS FROM
TAINING DUKE AND DUCHESS
SENTENCE FOR THE MURDER
PRESIDENT OF ILLINOIS CENcaught the signals, but it seemed to
30 TO 50 PER CENT
OF HIS WIFE
OF CONNAUGHT
TRAL, AMONG VICTIMS.
be too late for him to stop his en
gine."
The fireman of No. 24, Jesse Gil THE
OFFICER
OF
CABINET
SON
COURT DELIVERS LECTURE CALL IS ENTIRELY PERSONAL AFFECTS THE MANUFACTURER
bert, who was standing on the tender,
was tnrown to the gound and suf
WHOSE feed internal injuries.
E.
ELDRIDGE
WRIGHT,
TELL8 YOUNG MEDIC THAT HE HAS NOT EVEN THE DIGNITY OR LESS DUTIES TO BE PAID ON

OFFICIALS

1 Hh

AS

VA-

EDITION.

increased from 10.45 to 30 per cent:
tinsel wire products are reduced from
64 to 40 per cent; hooks and eyes
32.60 to 15; lead bearing ore, 53 to 25
per cent on the lead contents; lead
Million 93.59 to 25; nickel'and alloys,
16.80 to 10; pens, exaept gold, 50 to
25; gold 50 to 25; gold pens, 25 per
cent, not changed ping, 35 to 30 per
cent; quick silver, 13 to 10; type me
tal, 34 to 15; watch movements, 50
to 30; zinc in blocks or pigs, 29 to 15; INVESTIGATING
REV
COMMITTEE
metal cans and packages, 66 to 30;
PORTS
TO CONGRESS
THAT
bottle caps, 50 to 30; steam engines,
CHEMIST IS BLAMELESS
30 to 25; nippers and pliers, from 60
to 30 per cent. A other articles are
to be dutiable utfuer the bill at 25 WAS ACCUSED OF GRAFTING
per cent, ad valorem where A rate is
not specifically given.
While barbed wire is put on the LAST AUGUST ENEMIES INFORM-ETAFT THAT PURE FOOD
free list, telegraph and telephone wires
30
rate
of
valora
cent
AUTHORITY
ad
TOOK RAKE-OFgiven
per

DR. WILEY FOUND

INNOCENT OF
CHARGE

F

em.

TO REMAIN ONLY A FEW DAYS TO GO TO HOUSE WEDNESDAY
THE ENGLISH

PEER AND
A

PEER-

CALL

WILL
MAKE
UPON PRESIDENT TAFT

ESS

MURPHY PREPARES TO FIGHT
San Francisco, Jan. 22. Tommy
Murphy, accompanied by his wife,
THE
COMMITTEE WILL SUBMIT
baby and manager, arrived here to
BILL
TO THE DEMOCRATIC
day from New York to condition himCAUCUS TOMORROW
self for his fight with "One Round"

BOTH PARTIES

ARE

UNITED

REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRAT8
ALIKE SIGN REPORT EXONER-ATINTHE DOCTOR

by
Hogan late in January. Hogan began
porter while the plaintiffs were travhard work today at San Rafael. He
22.
ot
Jan.
Reductions
Centralia, ill., Jan. 22 James T. eling from San Francisco to Waco,
of
111.,
22
22.
Duke
Washington,
Jan.
Dr. Harry E.
The
Oregon,
New York, Jan.
Washington, Jan. 22. Dr. Harvey
went two rounds each with his old
L
Harahau, Sr., former president of the Texas. They also ask $2,000 expens- W ebster of Chicago today was sen Connaught, uncle of King George of from 30 to 50 per cent on ail items
Wiley is held "not guilty" of consparring partner, "Puggy" Cove, and
Illinois Central; Frank O. Melcher, es, incurred by reason of a ehanse of tenced to life imprisonment by Judge England; the Duchess of Connaugnt in the iron and steel tariff and the Jimmy Fox, the clever bantam. His spiracy to evade the law in a report
the theft. The Richard S. Farrand for the murder of and their daughter. Princess Patricia, placing on the tariff free list of iron
filed with the house today bv the
second vice president of the Kock Is- route, necessitated by
condition is pronounced excellent.
the theft was commit- Itessie Kent Webster last October. In and their suite, reached here from ore, sewing machines, printing macommittee
says
that eonductee' an Investicomplaint
land; E. B. Pierce, general solicitor of ted December 28, near Pueblo, Colo. lronouncing sentence the court regations last August into the charges
Ottawa today lor a social visit of four chinery, cash registers, nails and
the Rock Island, and Eldridge E.
a
viewed the crime and declared that
upon which President Taft was askdays in New York City. The vice- many other articles against which
"no greater continuing punishment regal party are the guests of Ambas tariff is now levied, are proposed in GIRLS' TEAMS
ed to dismiss the nation's chief chemWright, son Qf Luke E. Wright, forTO
could be inflicted on a young, intelli sador and Mrs. Whitelaw Reid. The the democratic steel revision bill,
ist from the government service.
mer secretary of war, were killed In
ATTRACTION
gent man that to imprison him for visit marks the first call of royally to made public today.
Not only does the committee aba collision of two Illinois Central GREAT
life."
MEET FRIDAY solve Dr. Wiley from criticism for the
The bill was completed by the
this country since the tour nearly tea
trains at Kinmundy. 111., about 20
The court said:
"Harry E. Web- years ago of Prince Henry of Prus democratic members of the ways and
employment of Dr H. If. Kusby of
miles east of here, early today.
BOOHED BY BUSSER ster, on the twelfth day of this month sia.
4Iew York as a government expert at
The duke and Ambassador item means committee on Saturday. After
Two trainmen were injured and the
the anniversary of your bigamous have let it become known that the being submitted to the full committee, THE NORMAL AND HIGH SCHOOL a technical rate of $:o per day, but
marriage with Bessie Kent, you en visit is a purely personal one and it will be laid before the democratic
passengers in the coach were badly
it attacked in measured terms the
LASSIES WILL CONTEST FOR
caucus tomorrow afternoon and, if apshaken and bruised. Train No. 25, THE OBERAMMERGAU CONCERT tered a plea of guilty to the charge there is nothing even
whole administration of the pure food
CITY CHAMPIONSHIP.
of murder. It then became the duty about it.
AND FOREIGN TRAVEL COMproved by the caucus, will be formallaw, and demands legislation to change-thknown as the New Orleans Express,
of
the court to hear and consider
SATURDAY.
PANY
aud, family ly introduced in the house WednesThe
the
method In the department of agrigeneral
but
1
governor
little,
much,
Saying
doing
at
at
water
Kinmundy
was taking
such testimony as might be offered in were welcomed at the Grand Cential day.
of the Normal University have culture by which the law is now apgirls
o'clock when train No. 3, the Panama
The appearance of the Obeiammer- - mitigation or aggravation of the crime station by Ambassador and Mrs. Reid
Sweeping reductions are made In all organized a basketball team. For the plied.
Limited, ran into the rear of No. 25. gau
comTravel
and
Concert
which
motored
committed.
the
was
offered
None
the
Foreign
important items of the iron and past week they have been practicing
party
which
that
after
The
Wiley investigation
The killed were in the private car of
of Illinois and Missouri in il would in the least mitigate the
to the home of Mr. Reid on Madison steel tariff. Among articles dutiable faithfully in the armory, preparing to arose from the charges made in tin.
bodies were pany
Their
Mr. Melcher.
h
lustrated lectures of the uassiou ni.i
bill which make the girls of the High School
Your attorneys have spoken avenue. The vice regal party break- under the Payne-Aldrlcfound near tne bertha they had oc- - at the Y. M. C. A. auditorium on Jan
agricultural department, that Dr. Witheir last words In your behalf, and it fasted at the home of Ambassador would be placed on the free list are swallow defeat and retract what they ley,
Dr. W. D. Bigelow and Dr.
cupiea."
27, promises to be one of the only remains for the court to
uary
5.75
on
arrival.
cent;
Iron
their
said
per
ore,
about the Normal girls being yel- Kebler, all of the bureau of ohemW
existing duty
impose Reid immediately
Four occupants of the private car most
and instructive at- your sentence.
interesting
was
16
the breakfast
low. A squad of 17 girls has been rehoop and band Iron and steel,
The only
escaped death or injury. These are tractions of the Santa Fe concert sea
ry, had secretly arranged wr'th Dr. fit
"During the progress of your hear Ogden MiUs Reid, son of the ambas- per cent; barbed wire and fencing, porting regularly at the armory for H.
Byron B. Curry, private secretary of son. This troupe of four comes rec
Rusby of New York so that the
two
'7.77 per cent; nails 17.67 per cent; practice every night and the Normal
mothers sat before us. The sador.
ing
Vice President Melcher; Thomas B ommended
need work only 80 days in the
latter
S.
suE.
uusser,
highly by
heart of one was bleeding as memorj
Tonight there Will be a dinner at horseshoes, 21 per cent ; tungsten ore, team should equal if not excel the year for an annual salary of $1,600.
Busbee, attorney for the Rock Island perintendent of the Santa Fe readhv
36.57
per cent; team of last season. With the excep- This was declared to be a deliberate
for the states of Alabama and Louis- room entertainments, and will, no recalled the suffering and death of the Reid house, to which Cardinal 10 per cent; zinc ore,
her daughter. The heart of the other Farley, Bishop and Mrs. David H. cash registers, linotype machines, ma- tion of one every player with the
iana, and two negro porters.
evasion of the established limit of $0
doubt, be received in Las Vegas, by was wrung in
agony because of the Greer, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Choate, chine tools, printing presses, sewing Normal last year is again playing and
The engine of No. 3 plowed is way one of the largest audiences of the acts
day.
per
of her living son. Which of the ers are invited. A musiale will
machines and typewriters, 30 per a number of girls, adept at basketball,
through the private car which was at- season. The seat reservation for two was
The
report of the committee on ex
suffering the greatest grief,
it is said, are out for the team In ad
Mrs. Frederick D. Grant, and oth- cent.
tached to No. 25 and was stopped by the employes of the Santa Fe will
of the agricultural departpenditures
folthat
have been down in ers are invited. A musicale will
only mothers
The reductions made on finished dition to the six veterans.
the steel coaches immediately pre- open Wednesday noon and for the the dark
ment is signed by all the members,
of
in
is
and
the
with
School
steel
and
The
iron
gloom
valley
low.
game
many
High
despair
products range
ceding it. The impact shoved the' general public on the day of the ap- can answer. AH this has come beclasses as great as 50 per cent. The scheduled for Friday night, January democrats and republicans alike. It
standing train for a disance down the pearance of the company in Las Ve- muse of
declares that Dr. Wiley and his asso
your cruel act. Surely it
Duke Changed His Mind.
figures given out by the committee on 26, the occasion of the game between
track although its brakes were gas, which is Saturday.
ciates communicated the facts of Dr.
causes one to thj'nk deeply of the
team
22. The Duke of wavs and means to accompany
the
the
the
and
Jan.
boys'
aggregation
soon
Washington,
Mr. Busser in his announcement of
Relief trains left here
locked.
Rusby's employment fully to Secre
Albuto
life
of
visit
a
and
bill show that this will make a corres- from the sthate university of
the mystery an? Connaught will make flying
tragedy
after the wreck intending to fetch the the company says:
tary Wilson. It holds, however, that
to
sorrow
of death.
will
a
as
his
be
It
revenues
in
preand
tariff
reduction
respects
querque.
played
pay
ponding
Washington
My strong desire has been for a
injured and dead to Centralia.
to
"The crime to which you plead President Taft, it was learned here from these sources.
the contest between the the contract for the employment of
liminary
The limited carried sleeping cars long time to give you such an enterwas a cruel and cowardly one. today. His original plans did not inteams.
two
The girls of the Dr. Rusby is technically Illegal, and
existrates
The
of
the
guilty,
under
boys'
duty
only and withstood the terrific smash. tainment as the above. Nothing more Under the name of
tariff law have been Normal University will not announce recommends that congress make spehusband, you be- clude a call on the president, which ing Payne-AldricThe express was composed of coaches fascinating than foreign travel. No
comment.
to
Kent
Bessie
considerable
a
to
reduced
guiled
the equivalent ad valorem their lineup until the night of the cific provision for the employment of
lonely spot fact provoked
built of steel. The trains were due to modern creation has so completely where in childhood
departhad
the
committee. Using the ad game, as all of the practice possible experts in the agricultural
you
pasdays
duty
by
pass south of Centralia but because won the admiration of intelligent peo- sed hours of
im- will be needed to show up the six ment.
in
and
as
a
there
valorem
the
the
pleasure
basis,
equivalent
as
the
3
presentation of the Passion
of No. 25 being late, No. met it at ple
The committee makes a sweeplnr
you took her life. The brain MORMONS DEPOSED AS
portant reductions proposed by the stars of the big squad. Considerable
' Play by the peasantry of Oberammer-gau- . quietude
Kinmundy.
was experienced at the Nor- crticism of the methods of the deinconceived
that
the
and
are:
hand
that
difficulty
democrats
They have tried to make live
Eengineer Robert Stuart and C. V.
from 15.66 to 8 per cent; mal In getting the girls enthused over partment. It recommends that the
the central facts of the life of Christ flicted that mortal wound were trainFFDERAL OFFICERS Pig iron, 8.72
Bert, fireman of the limited, were t'le
ed
and
'n
skilled
use
of
the
to T; ferromanganese a basketball team, but the words of chief of the bureau be given the full
the
knife.
scrap
iron,
two trainmen injured. Stuart was and reproduce the First century to With one blow the
15 to 6.52 per cent; chrome me the High School girls in claiming the power which the law supposes h'm to
ore,
penetratweapon
the
Miss
Nineteenth.
Frost
possesses
cut and bruised and Bert's leg was
did it. Now that have, over all employes of the bued a vital part, and almost, in an inTAKES tals, 20.69 to 15 per cent; bar iron c4t.y championship
broken. The bodies of the dead were those qualities of mind and dispos- stant her life went out. And I be- MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
13.80 to 10 per cent; slab the Normal has a team the girls say reau; that the board of food and drug
and
steel,
a
draition
and
keen
LONG
of
SECT
AWAY
FROM
interpretation
taken through here this morning to
iron and steel, from 25.62 to 10; they will give the High School a run inspection be made up entirely from
matic art, to accomplish this work in lieve that while the warm blood was
PRIVILEGE.
deputy
Chicago. Grant Feathering,
still
from
the
wound
round
iron in colls or rods, 34 to 10; for the championship of Las Vegas within the bureau of chemistry; ami
flowing
gaping
a
of
teacher
long
coroner of Marion county, will preside perfection. Being
and the game on Friday night should that the power of the solicitor to pari
denuded
allowed
her
and
you
person
El Paso, Texas, Jan. 22. Advices beams, girders, etc., 30 to 15; boiler
experience, and having a ready comat the Inquest.
upon the findings of the bureau cf
of accurate and striking lan- her body to lie on the cold ground and from Chihuahua are that Governor plate 37 to 20; sheet iron or steel, 32 be a hot contest.
mand
The cause of wreck is ascribed to
the fall rains to beat on it during the Abram Gonzales has decided to re- to 15; steel saws plates, 23 to 15;
chemistry be withdrawn. It recomand
the
trained
orator's
guage,
grace,
scarcity of water along the road. A she at once captures and holds to the long days and lonely nights for two main in Madero's cabinet and that iron or steel forgings, 30 to 15; ball
mends that the chief and his two asspecial order makes it necessary for end her audience. Mrs. Marsh as vo- weeks until by accident the body was General Pascual Orozco is to be elect- and roller bearings, 45 to 25; hoop INSURGENTS TO DEGIN
sociates shall be of the same rank,
all trains to take water at Kinnumdy calist haB
found in a desolate ravine her bed ed
iron, 17.83 to 15; band iron, 35 to 15:
sitting with equal power as board
eminence
in
attained
her
Mexicans
been
have
governor.
and a freight train that took water
members. All are to be subject to
and Mrs. .Telliff as an accompan- of death which you selected for her. named to replace Mormons as local railway bars, 15.34 to 10; railway fish
work
NEW YORK CAMPAIGN removal
before the express, held the express
"In your Wll of divorce, which was officials in Colonia Juarez, Mexico, plates 20 to 10; steel ingots, 21.83 to
by the appointing power.
ist as known all over Illinois. Here
longer than customary.
is an evening you must not miss. dismissed as a fraud and imposition and the Mormons are greatly dissat- 10; rivet screw and fence rods, 14 to
The Rem sen referee board is said
Stuart and Bert weer a freight crew Here are
people I am very desirous of on the court, you sought to blacken isfied, claiming to have an agreement 10; anvils 31.95 to 15; automobiles, SENATOR
LA
FOLLETTE WILL to be illegally constituted, but its aclateiv nut on a passenger train. It having you meet.
the character of the dead. Aside from with the government that
are to motor cycles and bicycles, 45 to 40;
tivities as a supervising power over
they
SPEAK
IN
METROPOLIS
Is believed they forgot the order fc:
the language in the bill, so filed, there have local self government.
axles and ankle bars, 14.81 to 10;
They
the bureau of chemistry are declared
TONIGHT.
all trains to take water. The flagman
is not a scintilla of evidence in the have been
this for the past blacksmiths tools, 17.12 to 10; bolts,
to be outside the law.
This boards
permitted
of No. 25 did not have time to flag
sed hourh of pleasure and there in the 30 years, always selecting their own 29.07; cast iron pipes, all kinds from
Jan. 22 The cam- was created by President Roosevelt
' the limited. Harahan recently retired PRISONER 18 STRICKEN
Washington,
record justifying the conclusion that officials, even to postmasters.
16.13 to 10; chains 29 to 20; knives
paign of the progressive republicans and is composed of eminent chemists,
from the presidency of the Illinois
pure girl up to the time you put your
and cutlery 77.6 to 35; razors, 71 to In New York will be
opened tonight to whom are referred debated quesCentral road on a pension. Melcher WITH STRANGE AILMENT debauching hands on her.
35; scissors and shears, 52.55 to 30; by a
They Didn't Hold Office.
at Carnegie hall, at tions arising under the pure food law.
meeting
'
lived in Winnetaka, 111., and Pierce in
"It is the sentence of this court
Salt Lake City, Jan. 22. When carpenters, butchers and artisans' which Gifford Pinchot of this city will The committee declared the Beard
Highland Park, 111. a suburb of Chithat you be imprisoned in the peni- showpi the announcement from El knives, kitchen knives and forks, 43.43
e
should not be continued under the
preside. Senator Robert M. La
Mr. Wright resided in Mem- BERT
cago.
off- to 35; files and rape, 61.16 to 25; musCONNERS, ACCSUED DYNA- tentiary at .Toliet for and during yout Paso announcing that Mormon
of Wisconsin, who was the first simple authority of an executive orphis.
natural life, the first day of that im- icials at Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua, kets, rifles, 25 to 15; breech loading of the
MITER, WAS ON WAY TO TESprogressives to announce his der, to exercise such control over the
The wjreck occurred half a block
TIFY IN OWN BEHALF.
prisonment to be in solitary confine had been replaced by Mexicans, the shot guns and rifles, 45.64 to 35; table candidacy for the republican nomina- pure food law.
north of the Kinmundy depot. The
ment, the balance of the time at first president of the Mormon church kitchen and hospital utensils, 40 to tion for
president, is to be the chief
Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 22. While hard labor and that you pay the costs issued a statement today declaring 25; 'needles and bodkins, 43 to 25; fish
engine of the limited went half way
speaker.
it.
the
on his way to the court room, Bert of prosecution."
through
private car, splintering
that no Mormons had held offices at hooks, 45 to 10; and fishing rods, reels
Senator La Follette has planned a
THREE CORNERED FIGHT.
The four men who escaped were in Conners, who was to nave testified in
Colonia Juarez and that there had and tackle, 45 to 25 per cent; engrav campaigning
to the Pacific coast,
New
trip
Haven, Conn., Jan. 22. l ocal
car
of
and
crawled
the
the front
his own behalf ;n the Hall of Records
been no agreement with regard to lo- ed plates for printing electrotypes and but his plans for touring the east
JOLT FOR PROHIBITION.
sporting
promoters have asked the
through the openings made by the dynamiting trial today, was suddenly
Washington, Jan. 22. Beer is a cal selfgovernment with the Mexican stereotypes from 25 to 15; lithograph have not been announced. The New police here for "tentative sanction''
engine.
stricken with some undefined malady commodity and railroads must carry authorities.
plates, 50 to 25; saws, 24.30 to 12; York meeting tonight will be the first for a boxing bout in which Jack Johv- The bodies of the four dead men and the case was postponed.
umbrellas and parasols, ribs and in the east which mr. La Follette has
it, when offered for transportation,
soh, the champion, will meet Jm
were badly mutilated. The top of Mr.
The prison physician, after a hasty from one state into "dry" counties of
FIGHT FOR CHAMPIONSHIP.
stretchers, 50 to 30; railway wheels, addressed since his campaign opened. Flynn and Al Palzer on the same aftorn
was
off.
The examination, said the man was suf- another state, regardless of the laws
Harahan's head
Chicago, Jan. 22. Johnny Conlon, 50.63 to 25; aluminum and alloys, He is expected to deal in his speech ternoon, each bout to be 15
rounds.
arms of most of the victims were sev- fering either from ptomaine poisoning of the latter state. The supreme court the bantam weight champion of the 46.19 to 25; antimony, 26,to 10; Gertonight with the trust and money It is proposed to hold the sessions at
ered nnd a doctor reported the legs or appendicitis. Judee Willis delayed of the United States made this ruling world, and Harry Forbes, former hold- man silver, 25 to 1,5; bronze powder,
questions. Senator La Follette has a nearby summer resort on Julv 4.
are held on by shreds. Mr. Harahan's the' trial until this afternoon and said today regarding a proposed shipment er of the title, will fight ten rounds etc., 41 to 25; braziers copper, 11.48 not
commented thus far on the can- The promoters say they have offered
body perhaps, was mutilated more if the prisoner were seriously ill it from Indiana, into the "dry" Kentucky at Kenosha, W's., tonight. The men to ": gold leaf, 38.65 to 35 and silver didacy of Senator Cummins of
Iowa, Johnson as his share a guarantee of
would be postponed indefinitely.
than the others.
counties.
will weigh in at 116 pounds
leaf, 87.70 to 30. Tinsel wire, etc., is another progressive.
$50,000.
.
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COMB AND TOWEL

TO

00

WITH

CUP
STATES HAVE FORBIDDEN
THEIR USE ON RAILWAY

MANY

TRAINS

RECENTLY.

Orders
Topeka, Kan., Jan.
against the use of the common drink-- j
inn cups on railway trains have
spread to all parts of the country.
And it was only a short time ago that
the country was laughing at Kansas
drinkbecause of the strict
ing cup orders in this state.
In many states the railroad companies have made their own rules
without state orders. All over the
United States a traveler finds rail
roads with nlentv of water in their
car tanks but no cupe near them.
All the roads will come to It in
22.

J

anti-publi- c

time.
The board of public utility commis
sloners of New Jersey has ordered
all roads operating in that state to

of the plates.

and field
, Laboratory
testa have convinced the maintenance
of way department that a screw spike
in an oak tie treated with creosote
has a holding power 88.1 per cent
greater than the ordniary nail spike.
Announcement is made that the
Pennsylvania Railroad company has
placed orders for 4,000 freight cars to
apply on the 1912 equipment program.
The Hoston & Maine is introducing
motor cars for the use of track repairers.
E. C. Wells has been appointed
auditor of the Jasper & Eastern railway, a subsidiary of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Pe railway, with headquarters at Klrbyvllle, Texas.
The Missouri supreme court has
sustained the validity of a law of
that state requiring railway companies
to maintain passenger service on Sun-daon branch lines of a certain minimum length.
At a joint conference of represent;
tives of a number of eastern lines and
the Pullman company, held at Buf- galo last week, new rules fov making
reservations for sleeping cars by wire
were adopted for general application
and which, it is expected, will be put
into effect shortly. At present the
multiplicity of rules of different road?
is often embarrassing to travelers,
tlcKet agents and conductors.
Aft(er two years ;of construction
w)ork the Southern Pacific of Mexico
has completed its main line tracks into the city of Tepic, 936 miles south
o Nogales, Ariz., and about 100 miles
northwest of Guadalajara. The event
is to he made the subject of a gen
eral celebration In Teplc and along
the west coast of Mexico. Regular
train service will be established February 5.

y

RABBITS
CLOG

BODIES
ROTARY

PLOWS
ROCK

TELL
OFFICIALS
OF THE RECENT
KANSAS STORMS

ISLAND

STORIES

FOUND

MONDAY, JANUARY

GOLD

IN

22, 1912.

CALIFORNIA

Pennsylvania Man Was First to
cover Yellow Metal In Golden
Gate State.

Dis-

The Greatest January White Sale in The History
of this Store will Come to a Close Saturday

known,''
"It is not generall)
the
"that
said a mineralogist,
discoverer of gold in California was a
Don't hesitate!
Don't delay! It may be a long, long while before you will have another White
Pennsylvanian and at one time a resident of California. This distinguished
Wear buying opportunity such as this.
pioneer lies buried in the soil of this
Consider that here are the greatest assortments, finest qualities and lowest prices placed on
was
He
Gen.
state, almost forgotten.
white goods of every sort by this or any other local store in many reasons. Remember that all these
John A. Sutter, a Swiss, who emican
goods are fresh, crisply new, perfect and without a flaw. Then stop to think how nicely you
grated to Philadelphia in 1834 and be
came a citizen of this commonwealth
utilize the substantial sums you will save if you anticipate now all your white goods requirements for
His grave is In the Mennonite bury
Hie next twelve months. Finally, remember that the sale is on its last lap that it will close
in
ing grounds at Utiti, Lancaster coun
and decide that you will share again in this Greatest Jaauary White Sale Greatest
ty, in which Tillage he spent the last
of asortments Greatest In point of qualities Greatest in point of reductions. Come sure.
point
years of his life. General Sutter was
born in 1803 in Baden, Germany, neai
the borders of Switzerland. Upon hit
arrival in this country he spent some
MUSLIN
NEW
time in this city, subsequently removing to the vicinity of Lititz, where,
WHITE WAISTS
UNDERWEAR,
EMBROIDERIES,
in the midst of relatives, he engaged
in farming. Possessed of a roving
Worth 1.50 to 3.00 each
TABLE LINENS
WHITE GOODS
nature, however, it was not long be
fore he yearned to explore the great
Slightly Soiled From
and
and
unknown land beyond the Rockies.
HandlingAfter many privations he reached
TOWELS
SHEETINGS
SPECIAL 79c
California some time in the early '40s
and staked a claim. It was in the fail
At Attractive Prices
of '48, after a heavy rain, that, at
Specially Priced
tracted by yellowish deposits In s
small stream, be made his great dis
covery of the precious metal. Th
news of his find spread rapidly, and
ROSENWALD'S
VICTOR
the following spring the great rush
Suttet
east
General
from the
began.
fortune
a considerable
BLOCK
amassed
TALKING
through his gold diggings, but lost
most of it through unfortunate specu
PLAZA
HACHINES
lations. He returned to Pennsylvania
1662.
In 1871 and spent his declining years
In retirement, living on the pension
of $250 a month voted him by the California legislature. He died June 18,
1880.
Two of his pallbearers were
Gens. John C. Fremont and Ambrose met in Paris this
summer," she said; contains a smiling statue 01 Amur mu. the. cross roads, with a stake driven
E. Burnside, who had been his friendi 'She was
and we talked his bow and
his body, and all his goods
charming,
arrows, while on all sides, through
in California. Philadelphia Press.
were forfeited to the
about Paris.
In the passage and the office, 1b and property
both
"But one day she told me she was
crown, to the utter ruin of his family.
wedof
met
the
by
eye
symbols
Hankford made good use of his
to show me some of her treas the
lock: rings, roses, hearts, locked
AVIATORS ARE POORLY PAIC going
and succeeded in accomplishing
wits
ures. And what do you thinK they
hands and children's heads.
his purpose without incurring either
were?
of
Reornaments
the
the
Even
lamps
Even Best Flyers Get Small
He gave open
"Four postal cards, of America ! And
stove are designed in the same unpleasant penalty.
muneration for the Dangers
Instructions to his gamekeeper, who
she gloated over them. There was and
on one of the office walls had
They Face
been troubled with poachers In
one of Boston Common, with the cor- spirit, while
verses the deer
ner of Boylston and Tremont streets Is a large bronze tablet with
preserve, to challenge all
In
such
occasion.
the
to
aviaThe popular supposition that
up In the back. And there appropriate remarks a writer In- one trespassers in the future and to shoot
sticking
tion is a sort of Klondike where peo was one of Broad and Chestnut streets surroundings,
to kill if they would not stand and
of the papers, it must be almost a
pie who have a certain amount of dar- In Philadelphia, and one of Michigan
give an account.
One
ing can go and snatch up a fortune is drive in Chicago.
dark night he purposely
But the one she pleasure to get married. European
decidedly mistaken. People read re- treasured most was the New York sky- Letter to the New York Sun.
crossed the keeper's path, and upon
ports of big prizes won by aviators in line.
challenge made motions of resistance
contests and take for granted that H
and escape. The faithful
servant,
"'Some day,' she said, 1 shall see
all goes to the flyers. That Is wrong; that That Is the magnificence of life!' HE PLANNED HIS OWN DEATH falling to recognize his master, folwith a few exceptions the flyers do
lowed Instruction to the letter, as
"And so," finished the girl in lavennot get he prizes they win. They der linen, "I'm going to send her some How Sir William Hankford 600 Years was expected of him, and Sir William
are employed to fly by big concerns more. Personally, I prefer the Place
fell dead in his tracks.
The whole
Ago Evaded Law Against Comwho pay them a salary, seldom ex de la Concorde, or the view of the
truth of the affair was common
mitting Suicide.
arceedlng $75 per week, the usual
knowledge, but It was impossible to
do de la Cite from the Pont des
Suicides often adopt
rangement being from $25 to $40 per Arts. But if a Frenchwoman is really
ingenious establish a case of suicide by legal
week salary and $50 per day when crazy about New York I"
methods, but the art of the felo de se proof. The servant was protected byHankford had hon- I
his Instructions.
they fly at meets. This Is true even
eenis not to have advanced materialwhere the very best American and
ly during the centuries. The modern orable burial and his estate passed I
IN BERLIN sase of a heavily Insured broker who to those whose Interests as heirs hel
foreign flyers are concerned, includ- CUPID'S DOMAIN
Brooklns
on a feigned hunting trip stood bare- had so wisely considered.
ing such celebrities
Beachey, Ely and others.
Marriage Registry Office In That City legged in a quagmire for hours and
Nor Is the lot of the independent
wilfully contracted a fatal pneumonia
Is Decorated With Symbols
Is matched in cleverness by one BOO
fiver anv better. To keep up with th
of Wedlock.
Marriage at Fifty.
im
continuous
old.
concerns
of
years
big
flyers
An Interesting and unusual estimate
well
are
wnicn
vouched
facts
machines
The
their
of
following
provement
Is
The marriage registry office is in all
were never ques- of the proper age for matrimonyhead
must, of course, always be of the very
for, and indeed
unsentiMrs.
Vivian,
and
a
bare
advanced
that
Countries
by
usually
Wilsays the Green Bag. Sir
best Is necessary. What with the
National Society of
its undecorated tioned,
liam Hankford, a judge of the king's and founder of ofthe
cost of the aeroplane, of running it, mental scene, with
covj
California. The hap
ba
the Daughters
green
walls,
superannuated
ol
of
in
Edward
III,
the
In
bench
reigns
good condition, salary
keeping it
and general air of stuffipiest and most successful marriages,
mechanic and general expenses, the ered table
Henry IV, Henry V and Henry VI, she
Modern
Berlin
ness
and
says, are those between the man
parchment.
prizes the aviator gets become rather has Introduced a new fashion by set- and at the time of his death chief of 50 and the woman of 35. At that
of England, was a man of
small by the time the expenses are
justice
so to speak, in harage of discretion, she claims, the male
melancholy temperament.
deducted. The fact that prizes are ting the stage,
has become more mellow and tolerant
or
is
it
with
the
mony
performance
seems
to
have
He
contemplated as
now given only to winners of contest!
well as more solvent. On the other
thereon.
to
be
enacted
irama?
suicide the greater part of his long
makes the prospect none too attrac
At the very door the bridegroom's life and during his later yearB the hand she intimates that a girl of 20
tice.
Aviation does hold prizes for
d
handle to Idea became a fixed purpose. The Is much harder to get along with than
ambitious young men, but very few hand grasps a
and
his
him
compan- act was of peculiarly serious conse- to get along without, and that there
blushing
procure
of the kind imagined by the outside
bill quences In those days for the reason ought to be laws prohibiting people
and
dove's
in
the
ion
admittance
In fact, there Is a slough of
public.
before they are 30 years old.
The
two
who
rings.
intertwining
hang
that the law treated it as a capital carrying
the
unwary
despond awaiting
SuccesB Magazine.
office
at
to
the
was
small
burled
offender
The
other
leading
passage
no
crime.
with
aviation
venture into
Intention than to make money quickly. Metropolitan Magazine.
SAT-liRDA-

Topeka, Kan., Jan. 22. Jack rabbits so thick that a powerful rotary
snow plow was clogged with their
bodies. That is the story told by officials of the Rock Island who have
returned to Topeka after a two weeks'
siege down in the southwestern part
of the state where the snow drifts
were JO feet deep
inL. L. Johnson, transportation
spector of the Rock Island, with headquarters in Topeka, has returned to
his office in this city with his head
full of jack rabbit and western Kansas reminscences that would make any
lover of romance open his eyes in.
wonder

Johnson tells of one night after a
provide facilities for the use of
hard day of fighting their way through
drinking water by passengers on
the drifts. When darkness fell the
trains, and the order says that the
train and engine crews planned to
arrangement made in some other
have a supper together. Toward the
states by railway companies, by
end of their work that evening they
which passengers can obtain individhouse
had not'eed an old deserted
ual paper cups without cost by applynear the right of way.
ing to conductors, brakemen or porPart of the crew carried fuel from
ters, recommends itself to the
the
enginers while the rest started for
board.
house to clear away the debris
the
Official announcement
has been
for the meal. The first man that
made by the New York, New Haven
opened the door jumped back several
& Hartford railroad to the effect that
feet and landed on his head.
the company) will provide without
MAYOR
BRIBE
TO
TRIED
"For God's sake, men what's that?"
charge individual drinking cups for
Cincinnati, O.. Jan. 22. Dr. August lie yelled.
use nn its trains. These will be of
of Newport, Ken
paper, paraffined to make tnem Hembold, mayor
Reinforcements arrived at the door
usable. The law requiring the elimin- tucky, declared today that, he had been and pushed it in. With a whirl of
ation of the common drinking cup in offered $1,00(1 in cash and $100 a snow and a bedlam of yelps a hundred
if he would allow a racing pool
public places went into effect Janu- month
rabbits pumped through the door
room to run in that city. As a re- jack
ary I,
down two of the men.
knocked
and
sult he held a conference with the
Against Towels and Combs, Too.
to
get away they trampled
Struggling
Under a resolution adopted by the board of commissioners and a cru- and scratched the crews and scamperstate board of health of Missouri, all sade to remove bookies was decided ed off over the prairies, according to
common drinking cups, roller towels upon.
Jackson. Here is the rest of the story
and combs now used on railroad pasin his own words:
senger trains' will be strictly prohib"By thi's time the door of the old
ited from and after March 1, 1912. SIMPLE MIXTURE USED
closed.
Arming
IN LAS VEGAS shanty had been
The railroads have acquiesced in this
and
shovels
with
themselves
clubs,
order.
Many in Las Vegas are now using
crews gathered in
The lines sent letters to the secre- the simple buckthorn bark and glyc- chulnks of coal, the
front of the door and waited for the
tary of the board, stating, in effect, erine mixture known t.8 Adler-i-krabbits. The door was thrown
jack
authorofficial
use
their
would
new
remedy.
German
the
appendlctls
they
Out they came.
open.
board
see
the
order
DOSE
relieves constipathat any
A SINGLE
ity i to
a half hour of slaughtering
Secre-tr"After
might make would be obeyed.
tion, sour stomach or gas on the stomand outside the deserted
inside
both
communicate
sim
once
will
at
This
Killer
ach almost INSTANTLY.
with the officials of the various rail- ple mixture antiseptlclzes the diges- house we counted 784 dead rabbits.
roads and ask them to equip their pas- tive organs and draws off the impuri We picked out the fattest of the dead
senger trains wlith drinking cups to ties and people are surprised how and cooked a meal that tasted better
he sold to passengers at one penny QUICKLY it helps. The Red Cross than any dinner ever served inside a
So far as towels and combs Drug Co.
private car."
each.
are concerned, it is presumed that
The next morning the crews pre
LETTER LIST
passengers who care to wash themADVERTISED
pared for a day's fight through the
R. H. snow and had everything in readiness
selves and comb their hair while HU'.k
Sr. Don Juan Fresques;
ing railroad journeys will carry
Fra shier; Lionor Gallegos: E. D when the engineer of the rotary plow
own equipment after March 1.
Hughes; Maser Candido .Taramillas'. started his machinery. A screech that
The action of the hoard Is in the Mr. C. .loyner; Chas. O. Jansen; J could be heard for miles rent the air,
interest of the preservation f public L. Kipper: Chas. E. Simpson; Jact Groaning, the huge rotary gave a
health. The common drinking cup,
lurch and the immense wheels spun
Tinsey; Harvey Wharton.
the ancient roller towel and the comb
in their cage.
Held for better directions:
that everybody uses were condemned
cfo G
Don Florentino
Medron,
Instead of a stream of snow flying
long ago as being unsanitary and the Vnlon County.
the air, the astonished train
through
dismeans of spreading contagious
When railing for the above leters crews saw rabbit ears, beads, bodies
eases.
please ask for "Advertised Letters. and legs shooting from the rotary
P. O. BLOOD, Postmaster. wheel. Hundreds of rabbits not caught
In One Year 325,000 Pencils.
by the machinery scattered and scam
One of (he
pered out from under the machinery
hints from Rock Island Employes' RECITAL AT NORMAL
and over the snow. Blood oozed from
Magazine:
beneath the cars and melted little red
"The Rock Island lines use about
WAS APPRECIATED holes in the snow.
325,000 pencils per year at a cost of
The jack rabbits had taken shelter
or
approximately $fi,000.
nearly two
under the warm machinery in the
cents each on an average. The standard pencil is seven Inches long, it is MISSES ROSS AND CLUXTON DE night.
LIGHT LARGE AUDIENCE WITH
This Is Mr. Jackson's
10 say mat not more
If
story.
MUSIC AND ELOCUTION.
f
than
of this length is used
there is any doubt about the facts
before the average pencil is dls
consult him.
An evening of genuine pleasure was
carded. If each employe will use an
The officials are telling a good joke
other inch of each pencil before he enjoyed by the large audience that on a certain
Topeka officer who was
throws it away, the saving will listened Saturday night to the recital out with the snow plows. One morn
of
Misses May Ross and Marguerite
amount to practically 30 per cent, or
ing they scared up a "herd" of jack
about $2,000 per year on the present Cluxtoii, respectively heads of the de- rabbits and as
they jumped and leapconsumption of the Rock Island lines partments of oratory and instrumental ed over the snow drifts this official
music
Normal
at
the
The
University.
Employes should never carry pencils
ran in his car for his gun.
home.
They should be left, prefer recital was given in the Normal
"What do you want to shoot those
was
filled
which
with
students
ably under lock and key in, the drawer chapel
of the desk of each employe when he and townspeople. The ability of these things for?" another officer asked
leaves the office. A great many pen two young women in their respective him.
cils on the Rock Island lines are lost lines is so well known that the mere
"Things," stormed the Topeka man,
by being carried around in the pock announcement that they would appear "I wouldVt caJI a big herd of antethem
ets of employes. 'The supply of pen in a recital was sufficient to draw to lopes 'things.' I would call
cils in each office should be kept un the Normal a large number of people good game."
No one has had the nerve to tell
der lock and key and should be issued who appreciate good elocution and excellent music.
him they were nothing but big wild
one at a time to each employe.
The program was well chosen from hopping Kansas jack rabbits.
great saving could be made if chief
All along their snow bound route
clei'lcs would follow the rule laid the standpoint of the entertainment of
down for issuance of tools, lanterns the audience and the demonstration through the country near Plains and
brooms, etc., viz: that for each pencil of the ability of the young wtomen. Meade the Rock Island officials saw
issued the stub of the old must be Miss Ross was equally delightful in thousands and thousands of jack rabturned In. This suggestion is not im humorous and the heavier readings: bits every day. They were huddled
of the together In every sheltering gulley.
practicable in any way and is com In "Fennel," a translation
mended to those in charge of pencil French of Francois Copee, she held They found espeelajly good accommosupplies. The use of pencil sharp the closest attention and this selec- dations along the railway cuts.
eners should be abandoned. Pencil tion was pronounced by the audience
The railroad men report the jack
rabbit experience the only entertainsharpeners waste pencils a great deal as the best of the evening.
more than they conserve them, and
Miss Cluxton's first number was Mc- ment of the hard fought battle against
for this reason they are not carried Dowell's Etude and she finished with the snow drlfs.
in stock at this time and will not be "Guilamne Tell." Her playing was
furnished in the future."
beautiful and was received with applause. The work of the two young
PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8
women Saturday evening shows that Your druggist will refund money If
Railway Notes.
During the past year the Lacka- the Normal departments of oratory PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
wanna has placed in its tracks 493,507 and Instrumental music are In com- case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
creosoted ties, with twice that number petent hands.
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. Rnc
one-hal-
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SESTABUSHED

Uove-shape-

Ancient and Modern Sailors.
In a group around a motion plcturt

signboard near the Tribune building
were two "Jackles" from the fleet Id
the Hudson, who were about to move
on when an old man took the arm ot
one and delivered a short talk which
diverted attention from the lltho
graphs and from the venders. "I'm
an old sailor," he said. "I was In the
service before you were born. I was
on a Mississippi gunboat, twice around
the Horn on a sailer, down to Good
Hope on another from Liverpool and
to Australia from 'Frisco. Never on
a steamer except the gunboat We
were sailors though," with the emphasis on the "sailors." "You boys ars
day laborers." "Guess that is right
pop," said one of the men, "but we're
the kind they want now," and they
linked arms and walked away, leaving
the old man to tell how they "couldn't
tie a knot" and do many things which
came in the sailor's line "In the old
times." New York Tribune.
GEMS

OF

HER

COLLECTION

French Woman Especially Treasured
Four Post Cards That Showed
Scenes in America.
"Wait just a moment." The girl in
lavender linen stopped her friend before the post card stand on the curb-itonnear Forty-seconstreet and
Broadway, and began a rapid search
through highly colored "souvenirs of
New York." She had lived in New
York all her life and most of her acquaintances lived here, too, and her
companion marveled.
"I want a really good one," she was
saying to the post card vendor, "one
that is rather magnificent and yet the
ray things really look. Something
Uong Broadway, or you might try the
Metropolitan tower."
She turned to her friend with an
"They are for a woman I
d

WHY

IT PAYS

TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has'not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.
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RAINFALL

WAS ABOVE
AVERAGE
THE YEAR WAS ALSO CONSIDER.
ABLY COOLER

THAN THAT
PRECEDING IT.

Santa Fe, X. M., Jan. 22. C. K.
Linney, section director in the United
StateB weather station in Santa Fe,
has issued the following statement
concerning weather conditions which
prevailed during the year 1911:
The mean temperature of New
Mexico for the year 1911, was 52.8 degrees, which was practically normal,
being but 0.1 degree below, as determined from the monthly means and
departures.
Compared with 1910 the
year just closed was considerably
colder, for 1910 showed an average
of 54.6 degrees. The year began with
a sharp cold wave, but it was quickly
replaced by warm weather and January averaged much above the normal temperature. An excess also occurred in February, Marcn, April,
May, August and September. A deficiency occurred in June, July, and the
last three months of the year, December 'going far below the normal ; the
coldest month within the period covered by our records.
A considerable part of the state
showed an excess in temperature, the
deficiency being confined to the central and northern counties from
western Socorro and Valencia counties eastwjard to Guadalupe, and from
southern Socorro and Lincoln northward to Mora and thence northwest
to central Rio Arriba. Slightly more
f
of the state thus experithan
enced a deficiency in temperature and
the remainder was a little above the
normal.
The highest annual mean temperature was 64 degrees at Carlsbad and
the highest recorded temperature 106
degrees, at the Rio Grande dam on
August 8, and at Fort Sumner on August 3. Temperatures of 100 degrees
or greater, occurred frequently at
some of the southern stations from
May to September, inclusive. August
was the warmest month of the year.
averaging 70.0 degrees, a fraction
higher than July. The lowest mean
annual temperature was 38.7 degrees
at Elizabethtown, and the lowest recorded temperature was 37 degrees
below tero at Dulee on December 26.
This Is the lowest temperature which
has been recorded within the state.
so far as records show.
The month of January averaged far
above the normal, warmer by several
degrees than February, although the
latter averaged slightly- - above the
normal. March also greatly exceeded
the normal temperature, and damaging frosts generally ceased with this
month in southern counties. Aprii
and May continued a little above the
normal, although killing frosts occurred quite generally in the south
central counties on April 16 and 17,
and over northern counties as late as
alMay 12 to 21, and at a few higher
north
extreme
the
in
titude stations
until May 27. A general killing frost
did not occur in the fall until October 16 or 17 in the higher northern
districts or until October 20 to 22
throughout the central and southern
counties, giving a long and generally
successful season. Fruits were especially abundant, and of choicest
quality.
The average precipitation of the
state, as showh by the sums of the
monthly averages, was 17.92 inches,
or 3.38 inches above the normal, and
The
S.46 inches greater than 1910.
year 1905 showed a greater average
amounting to 20.9b
precipitation,
inches, but with this exception the
year just closed was the wettest
since 1895, when sufficient stations
were established to afford a fair average. August, November and Decem
ber were deficient in precipitation but
an excess occurred in each of the
other months, reaching a maximum of
.J)
inches In July, which was the
wettest month of the year. February
exand October were also largely in
cess of the normal for those months.
The excess of precipitation was general over the state, with the excep
easttion of small areas in Dona Ana.
and
San
Miguel
central
ern Otero,
desoutheast Colfax, where sliHht
exThe
greatest
occurred.
ficiencies
bornorthern
cess occurred along the
der from San Juan county to Colfax,
seven inches.
averaging more than
Grande
valley also
Rio
The central
the far
and
excess,
ar
marked
had
the
southwest. In lesser degree also,
of the eastmuch
and
valley
Kstancia
than
ern plains region
exception
The
precipitation.
and southern
central
in
was
however,
and eastern ChaUnion, eastern Eddy
about normal or
where
ves counuties,
preclpita-tionormal
lightly less than
occurred.
the year
The greatest amount for
Upper
Harvey's
at
38.09 inches

and amounts In excess of 30
inches also occurred at Chama and
Winsors.
The least amount for the
year was 5.80 inches at the Agricultural College; no other station reported less than 10 inches for the year.
The greatest monthly amount was il.
54 inches at Torrance In July; 6.80
inches fell within 24 hours on the
9th of that month. The average snowfall for the year was 36.1 inches, more
than twise that of 1910. February
was the month of greatest snowfall,
averaging 14.6 Inches, while December averaged 9 inches. Precipitation
(0.1 inch or more) occurred on an
average of 62 days during the year.
The average number of clear days
and
121,
was 183; partly cloudy,
cloudy, 61. At Santa Fe there was Ks
per cent of the total possible sunshine; August had the highest average, 79 per cent, while July only had
48 per cent.
Roswell had 67 per cent
of the total possible sunshine; October and November had the highest average, 77 per cent, while February fell
to 35 per cent The year, as a whole,
averaged considerably below the normal in sunshine and considerably
above In the number of days with precipitation.
The mean relative humidity at the
Agricultural College averaged 47 per
cent, at Roswell 61 per cent and at
Santa Fe 57 per cent. The total wind
movement at the Agricultural College
was 61.717 miles, or 7.0 miles per
hour.
The highest velocity was 65
miles per hour, which occurred on
recorded 49.771
Roswell
April 2.
miles of wind, or 5.7 miles per hour
and the highest velocity was 39 miles
per hour on May 29 and November
27. Santa Fe recorded 72,964 miles,
or 8.2 miles per hour: the highest velocity was 45 miles per hour on April
7.
The prevailing direction of the
wind was from the southwest, and the
year, as a whole, was somewhat less
windy than 1910.
Ranch,
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CASCARETS

No

CLEANSE
LIVER AND

BOWELS

Biliousness, Headache, Sick, Sour
Stomach, Indigestion, Coated
Tongue or Constipation

Furred tongue, d taste, indigeshead
tion, sallow skin and miserable
and
liver
a
torpid
aches come from
your
eautfl
which
bowels,
clogged
stomach to become filled with undi
gested food, which sours and ferments
like garbage in a swill barrel. That's
the first step to untold misery indi
gestion, foul gases, bad breath, yellow
skin, mental fears, everything that is
horrible and nauseating. A. Cascaret
tonight will give you a thorough
cleasing inside and straighten you
out by morning. They work while you
box from your drugsleep a
gist will keep you feeling good for
months. Millions of men and women
take a Cascaret now and then to keep
their stomach, liver and bowels regulated, and never know a miserable
moment. Don't forget the children
their little insides need a good, gentle
cleansing, too.
b.-.-

THE STOCKING SYSTEM
Are you using the stocking system
or the bed mattress in saving money?
Why not deposit your money whero
it will earn interest? This bank pro
vides absolute safety to funds entrusted to our care, and pays four
per cent interest annually on certificates of deposit. The same courtesy
is accorded to the small as well as

large depositors. First National Bank.
CHANCE
People of Las Vegas have a good
chance now to buy leather goods and
dons as Miss M. M. Thompson is selling all her stock of that variety of
Many
goods at a liberal d'scount.
pretty and useful things in leather
are on display. Here is a goo doppor-tunitto buy a doll for the little girl.
HATS OFF
The Wallis millinery store on
Sixth street has marked off the price
of hats. All trimmed goods
and
shapes are being sold at absolute
cost to make room for early spring
purchases. Now is the time to make
your purchases, ladies. There Is a
chance to make a big saving.
A GOOD

y

THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as
a millionaire. We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles in the
bright and satin finish, fine mattresses, springs and pillows. J.
lohnsen & Son
I

IN NEW YORK CITY
You will find Hotel Cumberland, at

street
Broadway and Fifty fourth
near Central Park, an ideal location
In the retail shopping and theatei
elevated
district, with the subway,
and surface cars at hand. A handsome, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the best restau
rants in the olty, bat moderate lr
prices. Rooms with hath, $2.50 pei
day up. Send for booklet Harry P
Stlmson, manager.
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"Knockout" Brown vs. Frank Klaus
Oottschalk of Berlin, M. Sondheim,
6 rounds, at Pittsburgh.
of
and
Baer
the
house
representing
Intercollegiate hockey:
Company, of Frankfort; E. E'seme-mann- ,
Harvard vs. Cornell, at Boston.
from Lang of Rome, all bringYale vs. Princeton, at New York.
ing with them orders and coram!
A
Amherst vs. Williams, at Amherst
sions or seeking on their own motion
No remedy that does not entirely remove the cause of Catarrh from the
to bear back some of the prises of
Trinity vs. M. A. C, at Hartford.
blood will ever make a permanent cure of the trouble. Just as long as the
this field of paper and leather.
Army vs. Massachusetts Tech at circulation remains contaminated with the impurities and catarrhal matters
which produce the trouble, the mucous membranes or inner linings of. the
West
Point.
is
which
and
day bidding
By night
will be kept in a state of Irritation and disease. Sprays, lotions and
Springfield Training vs. Rensselaer body
to eventually scatter this collection
other local applications will sometimes temporarily relieve the tight, full
P.
at
Is being rapfdly
New
conducted.
Troy.
feeling in the head, buzzing noises in the ears, uncomfortable, stuffy feeling;
BECONFIRMED
BIBLIOPHILE
York seeks to retain as much as It
of the nostrils, and help to loosen the mucus in the throat; but Catarrh is a
SECRET OF WOMAN'S BEAUTY.
can, and among those who represent
constitutional blood disorder and until it has been entirely driven from the
LIEVES OLD DOCUMENTS ARE
There is no secret about a woman's system there can be no permanent cure. S. S. S. cures Catarrh by removing
the Knickerbocker bibliophiles are
WORTH WARRING FOR
Lat.hrop Harper, James F. Drake, beauty. It all lies in the care she de- the cause from the blood. It attacks the disease at its head and by thorvotes to herself and keeping at bay oughly purifying and cleansing the circulation, and ridding it of every parEmbattled hosts are spurring over Frederick W. Morris, E. D. North and
ticle of impurity, and at the same time enriching the blood, allows the
those
fearful female dis
No w
York
New
Herald.
others.
the plain, the master of the lists is many
mau can be beautiful who suTfi.-- s inflamed and irritated membranes to heal, improves the general health, and
calling and the tourney is well under
stops every disagreeable symptom. S. S. S. reaches down to the very
fro . aches ana pains. "ie Muof,' bottom
and leaves no trace of the disease in the system. Book on Catarrh
not
of
has
TO
WAY
CERTAIN
way.
MOST
Henry
Huntington
dizziness and irregularities.
and any medical advice free to all who write.
couched lance with any man. but they
END A BAD COLD
Intelligent women now feel free
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA
say that his shield is borne by his
s
to acknowledge that Lydia E.
squire and that he gives the sinews Surely Breaks the Cold and Ends
overVegetable Compound
of War. The day of Preissart's Cron-icleGrippe Misery in a Few Hours.
TO TRY WOMAN FOR MURDER
POLITICS IN LOUSIANA
comes the multitude of painful ailcame recently three volumes,
New Orleans, La., Jan. 22. On the
Oroville, Calif., Jan. 22. Much inments peculiar to women and restores
It is a positive fact that a dose of
thick folio, red morocco. The bibliothe system to a normal healthy con- terest is manifested in the case of eve of the Lauisiana democratic priare
bowmen
shots
Pape's Cold Compound taken every dition, and your druggist will tell you Mrs. Bmma L. Rumball, who was ar- mary at the end of one of the most
phile
taking long
two hours until three consecutive
at everything in sight.
s
raigned in court here today to stand interesting and bitterly fought camthat he sells more Lydia E.
trial
for the alleged murder of her paigns ever conducted in this state,
It is a company the like of which doses are taken will cure Grippe or
all
than
Compound
Vegetable
men are not likely to look upon often, break up the most severe cold, either other medicines for female ills put tostepdaughter, Helen Rum-bal- each of the. factions and candidates
or
The
little
these buyers of rare books from all in the head, chest, back, stomach
girl was found dead expresses confidence and an unsually
gether.
in the attic of her home here last heavy vote is anticipated tomorrow.
over the world who have been fore- limbs.
You distinctly feel the cold breakJune. In ths morning of the day of
Nominees for state officers from
NO CAUSE TO DOUBT
gathering here to bid hundreds of
and all the disagreeable grippe A
ing
thousands of dollars in the dispersal
Statement of Facts Backed by a her death, her stepmother had whip- governor down are to be selected, also
after the very first
of the great library of Robert Hoe. symptoms leaving
ped her and bound her to the stud- a legislature that wijl elect a succesStrong Guarantee.
ends the most misIt
dose.
promptly
because, accord- sor to United States Senator Murphy
We guarantee immediate and posi- ding of the attic
The sale was on all last week at the
head and
will expire
to all sufferers from con- ing to the stepmother, the little girl J. Foster, whose term
tive
relief
Anderson Galleries, Madison Avenue erable headache, dullness,
nose stuffed up, feverishness, sneezIn every case where our had misbehaved.
It was one of the next March. Chief interest centers in
and Fortieth street. When it closes
stipation.
of
the nose,
sore throat, running
failn to do this we will return hottest days of the year and the con the race for the governorship. The
at the end of this week part second ing,
mucous
catarrhal discharges, sore- remedy
of the enormous collection of rare and
the mone paid us for It. That's a sequent heat in the attic was increas- opposing candidates are John T. Mi
ness, stiffness and rheumatic twinges
frank statement of facts, and we want ed by an incubator In operation. The chel, candidate of the "regular orgaprevious tomes will have been scatPape's Cold Compound is the result you to substantiate them at our risk. supposition is that the girl fainted nisation"
of
the
uttermost
to
the
tered
parts
democrats, and Judge Luthof
cost
a
of three years' research at
Rexall Orderlies are eaten just like from ha heat, and in falling to the er E. Hall, the choice of the insurgent
earth. Part one, whkh went under more
than fifty thousand dollars and
are particularly prompt and floor was strangled by the rope with democratic organiaztion known as tho
the hammer last, spring, brought
contains no quinine, which we have candy,
less than a million into the
agreeable In action, may be taken at which was tied. The medical exami- Good Government league. Senator
conclusively demonstrated is not efof the estate and two more secany time, day or night; do not cause nation showed that her neck was bro- Murphy J. Poster is seeking
or
fective in the treatment of colds
with former Governor J. Y. San
tions are yet to bo sold.
diarrhoea, nausea, griping, excessive ken in two places. When the facts
ef- becaSne known Mrs. Rumball was inundesirable
or
other
ders
and Congressman Robert F.
The scattering of this literary grippe.
looseness,
Take this harmless Compound as
board, the tourneys which are fought directed, with the knowledge that fects. They have a very mild but pos dicted for causing the death of her Broussard as his leading opponents.
itive action upon the organs with stepdaughter. Arthur Lewis, a broth- The registration in New Orleans and
over its items, are conducted by trus
there is no other medicine made anywhich
buffets
they come in contact, appar er of Mrs. Rumball, was indicted as in other parts of the state is the largty warriors, who exchange
will
which
where else in the world,
as a regulative tonic upon an accessory. Lewis was tried sev- est on record.
over leaves and letters. They know cure
ently
acting
your cold or end Grippe misery
relaxed' muscular coat of the eral weeks ago and convicted of manthe
the printed bows of the olden time
asother
iis promptly and without any
bowel, thus overcoming weakness, slaughter.
GREAT WHITE WAY
from title page to colophon. To them
sistance or bad after effects as a
to
bowels
restore
to
the
and
When
the bound manuscripts, engrossed and
aiding
you put up an electric sign at
C
package of Pape's Cold
more vigorous and healthy activity.
of business you will have
illuminated by monkly hands long
MANY
HOW
TIMES
your
place
in
the
which
any druggist
pound,
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable
since mingled wjth the dust, are treas- world can supply.
Have you wished you had a good done something for yourself as well
and ideal for the use of children, old likeness of some near dear relative as your city, for an electric sign Is the
ures for which all should willingly
folks and delicate persons. We can- a portrait that was a true likeness:, modern great white way of advertisthrow down the gage of war.
not too highly recommend them to all with every characteristic line and a ing. Keeps your name constantly beLet none deecive himself with the
from any form of constipa- natural expression. In our
sufferers
idea that these gathering hosts are
potiai: fore the eyes of the purchasing pubCALENDAR OF SPORTS
tion and its attendant evils. That's work we
our
mere bookbuyers. Nearly everybody
subject get the lic and helps to make Las Vegas look
study
FOR THE WEEK
why we back our faith in them with proper pose and light, that's why out like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
In this country, is a buyer of books.
our promise of money back if they do work Is artistic. Waterman's Portrait Light and Power company.
The ordinary man acquires books for
Three
not give entire satisfaction.
Studio on the Plaza.
the purpose of assimilating their conMonday-Meetinsizes: 12 tablets 10 cents, 36 tablets
HOME MADE CANDIES
tents into hi's Intellectual system. The
to reorganize the Ohio and 25 cents and 80 tablets 50 cents. Ree
CEMENT FLOORS
That's descriptive of the products of
wool
bibliophile, the
RemeBaseball league.
member, you can obtain Rexall
The stables of the Ideal Sanitary the Potter Candy Kitchen. They are
worshipper of the half bound calf, the Pennsylvania annual show of the De- dies in Las Vegas only at our store
of
Opening
are equipped with cement floors a home product and they are made
these
of
vellum idolater, is none
dairy
G.
Murphey.
Automobile Dealers' association. The Rexall Store. E.
which makes it an easy matter to by the most expert candy makers
things. He invests in books because troit
Opening of annual show of Rhode
of their rarity, of the asociations
keep them perfectly clean. The milk money can obtain. Hence we lead all
Licensed Automobile Dealers' TO VOTE ON CITY OWNERSHIP is handled In
Island
A
which they have with the past.
bright, airy rooms amid competitors in this district Try a
Detrqit, Mich, Jan. 22. A special clean surroundings.
If you are not box of our chocolates. We cover the
copy of "The Vicar of Wakefield" sold association.
last week; for a large sum because in
Wrestling match between Zbysko election will be held in Detroit tomor- patronizing the Ideal you do not entire retail field. F. B. Potter.
row to settle the street railway con- know wthat
Its t4me it was a discard of the press. and Karla at Boston.
the purest and sweetest
which has been a burning
troversy,
vs.
A few copies had been printed when
Forbes,
Harry
of milk Is.
Johnny Coulon,
FARMERS' WEEK
issue ever since the late Hazen S.
it was discovered that on the title 10 rounds, at Kenosha, Wis.
B. c., Jan. 22. The Britas
term
his
Victoria,
mayor,
10
Pringee,
during
vs.
Leach
Cross
Tommy Murphy,
LOUISVILLE
page the name of the village in which
POULTRY SHOW
ish Columbia farmer will have hi
inaugurated a campaign for three-cen- t
the guileless clergyman dwelt had rounds, at. New York.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 22. The an innings in the
fares some 15 years ago.
capital this week. IK
been spelled Waekfield.
Tuesday
nual exhibition of the Louisville PoulAt tomorrow's election the voters
with
a meeting of the
ginning
today
Golf
The lure of the Edltio
Princepa
Opening of annual New Year
try and Pet Stock association opened British Columbia Fall Fair associn-tiowill decide the fate of the Thompson-Hallspreads to every walk of life. It has tournament at Palm Beach, Florida,
in the armory today with a
three-cen- t
annual sessions will be pel
fare pan, which promore bankers and brokers under its
Opening of annual bonspiel of Portdisplay of chickens, turkeys, during the week
an
for
the
vides
extension
of
present
by all of the organspell than can be imagined from age Curling club, Portage la Prairie,
vaizations in which the farmers are in1924 with eight pigeons, rabbits, dogs and other
until
franchise
railway
watching these men of finance at Manitoba.
tickets for a quarter in the day time, rieties of poultry and pet stock. The terested, including the Provincial astheir daily routine. That is the reaIntercollegiate basketball contest six at night, and universal transfers. management this year has paid partic- sociations of dairymen,
grain growers
son that near Wall street and actual
ular attention to the educational ex- stock
between Princeton and Yale at New At the same time the voters will
breeders, poultry raisers and
pass
ly in it are the little shops where Haven.
most
the
improved fruit growers.
muni- hibits, showing
Present indications
upon a proposal for
precious works are kept waiting for
methods in breeding poultry and preMike Gibbons vs. Jack Denning, 10
to
an
railof
street
the
point
cipal
ownership
unusually
large attend
a rising market.
paring it for the market.
rounds, at New York.
ance.
ways.
S
Physicians become infected by the
Danny Goodman vs. Leo Kelly,
The campaign which closed today
bacillus bibliophile before they realize rounds, at Chattanooga.
NO CRANKING NECESSARY
YOU CAN CARRY A GUN
has been the most hotly contested in
their danger. They begin by hunting
Wednesday
If it is our attractive watch fob.
the history of Detroit. The board of To start one of our horses going and
for some old medical book and the
Midwinter
handicap trapshootlng commerce is the leading proponent no gasoline is necessary to keep them It is admired
by young and old sedate
dust which arises from it carries with tournament opens at. Pinehurst, N. C.
going. Nobby, clean and
and otherwise; children wear it in
Thompson-Hallof
the
ordinance.
it the germs of Ineradicable malady.
Opening of annual bench show of Billboards and dead walls throughout rigs and good horses are what consti every conceivable
manner; youths on
They become slaves to the book habi- the Cleveland Fanciers' club, Clevethe city have been covered with pos- tutes the best livery service. Remem- their coat lapels, boys on the belts
t, for the rest, of their lives, gather- land, 0.
ters advertising the merits of the ber you can get us at any hour of supporting their little kilts or suits.
ing together the tomes of Galen and
Annual tournament of the Atlantic plan. Mayor Thompson and a corps the day or night by calling Main 15 Young girls and maidens, in
fact, all
of the makers of medicine who have Whist association opens in New York.
classes really become enthusiastic
of 50 assistants have toured the city M. L. Cooley.
belong since left this earth.
Intercollegiate hockey match
when they see this fob and immedifor the ordinTo supply the collector with mate tween Yale and Princeton at New daily making speeches
GET THE BEST
ance.
ately want to carry a gun. See our
rial for his intellectual joys there has York.
When you pay for a thing you window
It is generally believed that
the
display at the 5, 10 and 25
arisen a race of book scouts of rePacky MacFarland, vs. Jack Ward, three-cefare plan will be carried might as well get the best especially cent store.
nown, who ride hither and thither r, rounds, at Philadelphia.
and the proposal for municipal own- when it costs no more. The work
filled with the spirit of adventure,
Monte Attell vs. Chick Hayes, 10
done by the Las Vegas Steam Laundry
A MATTER OF TASTE
ership defeated. The business men
is the best in the city. This has been
seeking treasures worth the trou rounds, at Indianapolis.
to
in
a
be
almost
unit
appear
Some
sup
peoplo like Rye in preference
ble of breaking a lance to possess.
proved through many years of service. to Bourbon or blend
Tommy Kilbane vs. Patsy Droull- port of the Thompson-Hall- y
ordinwhiskeys, and
This it is which accounts for the lard, S rounds, at Windsor, Ont.
The Las Vegas Steam Laundry, Dougance.
Sentiment among the
right here is where we want you to
fact that George D. Smith, who belas
avenue.
Thursday
Is more difficult to guage,
sample our Sherwood Rye. It has
gan life as a clerk in a publishing
Annual Indoor games of the
a straw vote of the employes
that
though
smooth, deligntful flavor that
A. C Madison Square Garhouse, gathering together a few hunSCHOOL SHOES
in many of the large factories indicharacterizes perfect whiskey, full
dred dollars 20 years ago, is now con- den, New York.
cates that the workingmen also favor The kind that wear and withstand quart bottled in bond. All the standducting his career of literary knight
Eddie McGoorty, vs. Hugo Kelly, 10 the three-cen- t
plan. The women have the hard service given them by vig- ard whiskeys, brandies, wines and
In a single night he in- rounds, at Fond du Lac, Wis.
errantry.
taken a lively interest in the cam- orous boys and girls, is the kind to liquors at the Opera Bar. C. T. Farvested all his capital and went away
Friday
paign, as the women taxpayers are buy. Children who go to school ley, Prop
with a valise full of musty tomes. In
Meeting of the Big Eight college to have a vote at the election.
should have good, substantial shoes.
two or three days he had sold them conference in Chicago.
Likewise the husband and father who
RED HOT STUFF
The opponents of the three-cen-t
all, and, richer by a thousand dollaru'
Opening of the annual bench show fare ordinance are banking on the re- goes to his work, should have good,
When you buy coal ydu want the
profit started on his adventures In of the Lynn Kennel club, Lynn, Mass, quirement of the constitution that, substantial shoes.
We
have
the
best
quality that money will buy.
Bookland.
Sam Langford vs. Sam McVey, 20 to carry, the measure must have not shoes at the right prices. Call in iVell, that's Yankee coal, finest
grade
He is known as the faithful squire rounds, at Sydney, Australia.
lees than three-fifth- s
of the votes pol- and be fitted. C. V. Hedgcock, Doug- for the furnace and the range. A
of Henry of Huntington, for the reaSaturday
led. This means that the ordinance las avenue.
trial order will convince you that It
son that he is often the adviser in
Annual meeting of the Mountain must have a majority of not less
is the best what is. We deliver with
book buying to a wealthy Californiau. State Baseball league at Charleston,
DETROIT AUTOMOBILE SHOW
Phone us Coors Lumber
than than 10,000 votes.
despatch.
With him often appears an ally, a tall W. Va.
Oo.
22.
Detroit, Mich., Jan.
Detroit, tno
a pursuer of the quaint
Annual tournament of the National
THAT'S SOME DRINK
.world's greatest center of the auto
and curious in the track of literature Ski association opens at Cary, 111.
Finch's famous Golden Wedding mobile Industry, has its eleventh anAUTOMOBILE SHOW
Robert Rose. Mr. Rose knows books
Opening of New England Motor Rye Whisky has a quality all Us own. nual show of. motor cars this
Provindence, R. I., Jan. 22. The
week.
inside and out, and none can tell bet Boat show in Mechanics Building, Rich, old and mellow.
The exhibition, which is iven under latest productions of the motor car
Eight
year?
ter than he when prices run true to Iloston.
of age, bottled in bond, full quarts the
auspices of the Detroit Automo-bt- factories are displayed in an unusual
form. A quiet and unassuming man
Annual show oftthe National Asso at $1.76. A pride to any sideboard,
Dealers' association, opened to ly attractive setting at the annual
is he who has come recently into th elation of Automobile Manufacturers for medicinal purposes It has no
day In the Wayne pavilion.
Forty exhibition of the Rhode Island Licens
ranks of those who court and battle opens in Chicago.
We handle
all standard American motor
equal.
car manufacturers ed Automobile Dealers' association,
Aufor the favor of collector and amathe
of
show
brands of liquors and wines. The are represented. In
Opening of annual
addition there is which opened in the state armory in
teur.
tomobile Dealers' association of
Lobby Cafe and Lunch Room.
an elaborate display of tires and
this city today. Tho show will conFrom beyond the seas are Paul
and Benjamin.
tinue through the week.
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said simply: "did you hear that Blank
had killed hW'frtla and himself?"
Thus the story spread. The police
ESTABLISHED 1879.
were informed and made an investiga
tion. They found the couple who
PUBLISHED BY
were reported dead peacefully sleepTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
ing. They are not yet aware of the
(Incorporated)
sensational rumor in which they figM. PADGETT
EDITOR ured so prominently.
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HOW ItUMORSSI'KEAI)
Chasing to their source rumors
winch have little foundation in fact is
one of the daily tasks of newspaper
men in large cities and small towns
as well. Often an editor or reporter
ecomea the possessor of a tip that
lias every indication of leading to a

front page

starts at

sensational

story.

He

once to ascertain the facts.
Often he finds that the story has
no foundation. Occasionally
die discovers some slight circumstance
las been so magnified in the telling
by one person to another that it has
grown out of all proportions and has
no resemblance, In the form in which
It ceme to him, to the real facts. At
times a report is started maliciously
but net often. Each day, however, the

staff

newspaper, big or little, devotes a much time to the proving of
the falsity of certain stories which
reach its offices as it does to verifying and getting complete information
in regard to actual happenings.
People concerned are Just as likely
as not to make the task as difficult
as possible by endeavoring to conceal
facts and circumstances.
This is
largely responsible for the slight inaccuracies which often steal into
newspaper accounts of various happenings, as reporters are obliged to
take the word of their Informants at
its face value and write their articles
according to this Information and the
deduction they hace made and the
impressions they have received while
oiiducting investigations. The rapare obliged to
idity with which they
rework hampers them. Give a good
to
in
which
time
a
porter a slong
as a
for
Instance,
a
crime,
investigate
he will come as
police officer, and
than that officer
nearer,
near, if jaot
to finding the truth.
SaturLas Vegas had an example
with
rapidity
the
of
day evening
was
It
grow.
will
which a umor
after
upon the streets shortly
known citizen
7 o'clock that a well
w. his wife and then killed
v.
was found to be
himself. The report
not until some
But
absolutely false.
a
f the couple had prepared
sent to their son ho
01'

a

Henry Watterson staring at each
other In pained amazement. In the
terse words of "Marse" Henry, the
former pride of Princeton has turned
out to be merely a schoolmaster and
not a statesman.
For many months Colonel Harvey
hlB uolitical protege.
has gloried
It was Harvey wfho I "discovered" Dr.
Wilson in Jte wildjl of New Jersey
and presented him 4o the country as
Early and late
presidential timber
Harvey worked for Wilson ai
ganlzed his campaign. Now Wilson
calmly tells his patron that he wants
no more of his support. And Harvey
Is drinking the very dregs of regret
at this ingratitude. All over the
land many of those who had climbed
into the Wilson bandwaeon weeks
ago are tumbling out in haste and
disorder
into
Dr. Wilson's first incursion
politics was too successful. It has
out of all
him
proportion to his prowess. No man
in this country is big enough to do
without his friends. And this is particularly true of the dreamy scholar
dragged from the musty classroom
into the activities of national politics.
Wilson appears to have surrendered
everything to his ambition. He has
unblushingly enunciated doctrines of
the common demogogue and he hai"
mistaken the acclaim of the few fol
He is
the approval of the many.
meeting the same fate as La Follette
and Folk and other extremists who
sallied forth on the assumption that
this country was ripe for socialism.
If Woodrow Wilson can get along
without his friends it is quite pos
sible that his friends can get alonj.'
wjithout him. At least he is not essential to his party. There are quite
s
a number of other respectable
bidthe
about
country
going
W:'
ding for democratic support
son's feal opportunity lay in sound
statesmanship and wise conservatism
It is more than possible thai
formidable
would
have developed
strength had he stood by the prin
ciples he expressed a few days ago
At any rate, he could not be in a
worse predicament than he now fine''
hmiself.

j

,..106
131
108
119
157
110
167
66
111

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 22. Hot dry weather
in the Argentine, favoring the

late
harvest and the crop movement, had
a bearish effect today on the price of
wheat. Initial transactions were
to
lower.
at
May. started
100
to 100, a loss of
to HQ,
toucher 100
and reacted to 100
.
Closing prices were nervous with
May
higher at 100.
Lively selling by commission houses
eased off the corn market. May opened
down to
and deup at 66
clined to 66. Closing figures were
lower at 66.
steady with May
Oats showed a rather stubborn undertone. May started a sixteenth off
to
to a shade advance at 49
around
held
cents
and
49.
49,(350
A big run of hogs sent packers to
KNOX MUST TESTIFY.
'
TO INVESTIGATE
CAMPAIGN.
First
22. Secretary the bear side of provisions.
Washington, Jan.
Washington. Jan. 22 Senator Gore
10
cents
lower
to
a
weer
shade
sales
Kn0x was served witn a Mbpoena at
of Oklahoma todav introduced a join
for
16.05
with May at 16.00 to
resolution for a joint congressional tne caPito1 todar to aP"ear Defore the
and
lard
to
for
$9.32
$9.30
llouse committee on state department pork;
investigation of the presidential cam- this afternoon to explain $8.60 for ribs.
paigh funds of 1904 and 1908 and as- expenditures
fund" expenditures for
the
"secret
soon ai practicable of 1912. His resthe Lake Champlain Centennial
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
olution would provide $50,000 for f
Disburs-madKansas City, Jan. 22. Cattle, rethe .irst report to ,)P oration in 1909. Department
inS 0fflcer Morrison had refused to ceipts 12,000, including 700 southerns.
next summer.
produce vouchers.
Market steady to 10 cents lower. Na
tive steer j $5. 50 8; southern steers
AN ITALIAN FEUD.
DAVIS IS NOMINATED
$4. 75 6. 30; southern cows and heifSt, Louis, Mo., Jan. 22. Search for
22.
Jan.
Nominations ers $35; native cows and heifers
Washington.
the head of Salvatore Ioni, whose amt t0 tne senate by Presiaellt Tait
$36.50; stockers and feeders $46;
ash pit Friday, today included: United States judge bulls
body was found in
$3.505.50; calves $4.50
was interrupted today by the hunt for for New
Mexico, William H. Pope; 8.50; western steers $4.757; west-ethe slayer of Edmonda Carobilli. who United States
cows $35.25.
attorneys, Harry Euwas shot and killed last night. The
Market 10
Hogs, receipts 16,000.
gene Kelly, for Colorado; Stephen B.
police claim they see an Italian feud Davis.
cents lower. Bulk of sales $5.80
for New Mexico.
Jr.,
in the killing of Carobilli.
6.15; heavy $6.106.20; packers and
Constipation is the cause of many
When buying a cough medicine for ailments and disorders that make life
children bear in mind that Chamber miserable. Take Chamberlain's StomIain's Cough Remedy is most effectual ach and Liver Tablets, keep youi
I'stf nnUn
.,,,,1 ...1
'
"8' bowels regular and you will avoid
"'""""s
and that it contains no harmful drug these diseases. For sale
bj aU drug-sristFor sale by all drugclsts.

.

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

Sheep, recrfpta 7,000. Market tef
Muttons $3. 50 4. 50;
dy to strong
fed wethers an4
lambe $5 6: 60;
yearlings $3.755.50; fed ewes $2.54

Warranty Deeds
Board of Trustees of Las Vegas
Grant to C. M. and M. W. Browne,
Noveniber 15, 1911, land in San Miguel county. Consideration $1.
Toribio Gonzales et al to Celestlno
Gonzales, July 25, 1911, land in San
Miguel county.
E. E. Johnson et ux to Henry J.
Uatzlaff, November 22, 1911, 320 acres
of land in sec. 36, two. 17 R. 16. Con

4.

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago, Jan. 22 Cattle, receipts
29.000.
Market steady to 10 cents
lower.
Beeves $4.8008.4.1; Texas

western steers
steers $4.405.85:
stockers and feeders
$4 .80 5. 85;
$".756; cows and heifers $2.25(&
6.70; calves'$6.259.60.
Hogs, receipt 55,000. Market slow, sideration $1.
Rafael Maes et ux to Andres Lujan,
Lights
generally 10 cents lower.
$5.506.10; mixed $5.856.25; hea- November 20, 1900, land at Sanchez,
vy $5.856.25; rough $5.8506; pigs N. M.
Charles Hartman
$4. 25 5. 50; bulk of sales $6.05
6.20.
Hartman, January 9,
Sheep, receipts 30,000. Market stea- land in San Miguel
Native $3.25
eration $1.
dy to shade lower.
4.70; western f- 0(fr4.75: yearlings
Mortgage
4.r.0(f?-6.80$4.905.85; laanbs, native
Henry J. Ratzlaff
;

western

$56.85.

NEW YORK MONEY
New York, Jan. 22. Call money

2(fi

Mexican

dol-

prime paper

;

lars

47 "cents.

34';

NEW YORK METAL
New York, Jan. 22. Silver

Copper 14.0014.25; Tin

4243;

4.404.50.

c--

j

Consid-

Deeds
et ux to E.

Johnson, November

2T,

in sec. 26, twp.
tion $10.

R.

17

57;
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Do You

I

Still Need a

Heating Stove?
If So, You Can Buy One

REDUCED

at a Greatly

PRICE

AT THE

GEHRING

HARDWARE

CO.

516S16 Douglas Are,

GREAT

CLOSING OUT
WOMEN'S

OF

SWEATERS
'

$.650

All Wool

5.00
4.00

All Wool

Sweaters

$3.79
2.69

Sweaters
All Wool Sweaters
5.5O All Wool Sweaters
3 00 All Wool Sweaters

:

THE

" -

From

"Checker"

-

Duncan Opera House, Wednesday E vening, January

E.LasVegas

24,

STORE

1

I

.

.
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.
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THIS WEEK ONLY

effect that a
Saturday to the
killed his spouse and
Keno, Nev., had
n n,
e bore the same
himself.
wno
the Las Vegas man
a
committed
t0 have
thinkins tne
read the item and.

E

1911, 320 acres
16. Considera-

YOUR GROCERY BILL
Could be reduced a good deal during the month if you make use ot
our telephone, and call us Main 81.
Lead We have handled groceries for the)
last thirty years. If you need oysters

Renins and an Albuquerque paper on
man m

1

county.

1

!"

2? .
CHrS

to John
acres of

ux

in the shell, Spanish mackerel, little
neck clams, shad roe, Kosher sausage,
steady. horse radish, celery, leek, soup
bunches, water cress, California head
Territory and western mediums 16
18; fine mediums 1517; fine 1015. lettuce, California iparslej, pressed
chili pods, the grocery department at
the 5, 10 and 25 cent store is worthy
If you want to get the want you of your consideration.
want to get, you want to get your
want in a want getter. The Optic
WILL IN U MKC n I untuui
wants you to get the want you want
22. President
Washington, Jan.
to get. Try the ' Want Ads" and see.
Taft emphatically denied to White
House callers today thaf? members of
MORE TROUBLE FOR AD.
his
cabinet were urging him to dis.
Santa Monica, Cal., Jan. 22t Ad
Postmaster General Hitcnoock
miss
Wolgast the lightweight champion,
who has just recovered from an oper- from his official family. The presiation for appendicitis ana an attack dent made it clear that he did cot
of pneumonia, was arrested today for place the slightest credence in s'oiies
to
breaking the automobile speed laws that Mr. Hitchcock was disloyal
him.
at Venice. The charge placed against
him at the Venice police station whs
reckless driving. He was released on
bail.
Everybody reads The Optic.

a--

of the
Lelegramtobe
in another part
.Fortunately tne ieie5Traced down by a represenwas
The Optic the rumor
of
tatlve

in Albuquerque.
W?th-- t Mr. Blank of Las
haHilW his wife IntheDuke
story
next man to tell the

1912, 80

et

ST. LOUIS WOOL.
St. Louis, Jan. 22. Wool

e

POSTPONED.

a Santa Fe official from
Albuquerque, arrived from the Duke
City last night and wlas in Las Vegas
today on business.

65
114

$;

5.25.

$4

i

Indianapolis, Ind., Jin. 22. At the
request f the scale committee of the
United Mine Workers of America, the
organization's contention today de- cided to ask postponemenl of the
wage conference with the bituminous
operators from next Thursday
until January 80, in this city. The
convention appreciated $500 for re- lief of the families of miners killed
in an explosion at Susie, Wyo.
G. G. Nicol,

:

Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
Atchison
Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

ap-ri-

o
IS

lows

fr

demo-gogue-

CONFERENCE

sufficient, during the morning trading
on the tstock market, to force stocks
to a lower level. The bidding up of
Reading and the strength of a few
minor stocks exerted no apparent influence, although the list held steadier
as the day advanced.
Union Pacific was again under noticeable, pressure and Lehigh Valley
showed the effects of realizing after
its extended rise. The undertone became better after 11 o'clock and the
activity increased as prices advanced.
Reading and the Hill stocks showed
strength but the remainder of the active list ruled generally slightly below last week's closing figures. The
market showed litUe life. Stocks in
which speculation is never active fell
sharply on small safles. Aside from
the Hill issues most of the market
leaders were quoted well under Saturday's final prices with the losses
averaging about a point In Union Pacific, United States Steel, Amalgamated Copper and American Smelting.
The market closed heavy. Trading
became livelier in the final half hour
on large purchasing orders for the
Hill stocks. Last sales were as fol-

M

......

$6.0u
3.00

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan. 22. The combined
effect of realizing sales and of lower
prices of Americans in London were

'

Pls

;

TODAY'S MARKETS

"steel trust" investigating committee,
produced nooks unit iwnnli nrdri
...
22. Senator L
Jan.
Washington,
Bryan of Florida in a speech today cori)tration had nof
hnf,nnrt hone
opposing all pending general pension
the t.ommittee wouW BToM un.
of
legislation, attacked the practice
neceBaary imDliclty of
operatlng
congress in passing bills to "amend
,)UBtneg8
porporatlon.s
the "correct military .records. thuB
j
Is it your purpose to publish
to
,
pensioning deserteis who could not Itne wor,tI a'1 the details of our mill
J
ol
comply with the liberal provisions
!
costs of production?" demanded Presi- T
A more
Uie general pension laws.
dent James J. Farrell today when put
I
appropriate title for such MS he de
clared. would be "a bill to straighten Ur
estigating committee. Tf it is,"
a crooked record," and so, he added
Mj. p
.J(,
.. 1,
rworH
,.nuu
iha
(tint
urn. ,u,c
injustice to an Industry built up in
which the deserter in retality made
with Belgium, France,
competition
crooked on his country's battlefields Russia and other
nations. If It is
In time of war his country makes
proposed to put these secrets in the
ot
in
the halls
legisstraight in theory
hands of our foreign competitors, our
lation in time of peace. He thereby foreign business won't be worth anybecomes a legally constituted hero
thing within 12 months."
and, incidentally, is enabled to read
Mr. Farrell and J. A. Reed, genera!
his title clear to the sacred roll ot counsel for the steel
corporation, Were
honor in the pension bureau. Ever witnesses
before the committee. Mr.
thereafter the great heart of a grate- Reed said cost information had
been
ful republic will be permitted by leg- furnished
by Herbert Knox Smith,
islation to swell with pardonable commissioner of
corporations.
pride in hallowed memory of his un"I asked Mr. Smith to take me into
record."
equalled imaginary
his confidence and tell me what he
"We cannot reduce the high cost of had learned as to
what it cost you
v,n and at the s
time increase to
produce a ton of pig iron," replied
pension expenditures," Senator Bryan Mr. Standley, "and he told me he
continued. "Let us meet the appeal couln tell no one but the
president.
for increased expenditure with the
I went to see the
and he
president
reductive taxation and let us authorized Mr. Smith to
P1
tell me but
meet the ungenerous appeal that the the commissioner then
said he did not.
republic should not be ungrateful t have me records anv more thev had
its pensioners with the generous an- - 1)een sent back to
you Then , agked
peal to the pensioners not to be nn- - tne Unit
states Steel corporation
grateful .0 the republic."
for a peej) Rt the
Tfle cQr
poration's officials objected on the
ground that it would embarrass them
OIL MEN SURPRISED
in their business.
It is most vital
Pittsburgh, Jan. 22- .- Oil men were that this
committee gets this inforsurprised today when announcement mation
and, come what will, we will
was made by the Seep
Purchasing know u There is
power enough in
agency that the price of Pennsylvania this
to find out."
government
crude had been advanced to $1.45 a
Chairman Standley said he did not
barrel, an increase of five cents over intend to
expose secrets unnecessarthe close of the market on Saturday.
ily, but that he would insist on the
This is the third advance since the
corporation complying with subpoenas
day following Christmas, each being duces tec for records not
yet proof five cents. Oother grades wer3 anduced. It was tentatively agreed that
nounced as follows: Corning 92; New
Expert McRae should examine the
Castle 99; Cabell 109; Somerset 81; cost sheets of the
corporation to veriRagland 48. The Seep Purchasing fy figures to be submitted by the coragency was formerly the buying sec poration regarding composite costs
tion of the Standard Oil company.
lot production.

:

5.956.15; lights

butebfra

SI EEL

Washington, Jan. 22; President J.
J. Farrell and Attorney J. A. Reed,
of the United States Steel corpora
tion, appearing today before the house

SENATOR
Woodrow Wilson's boom is rolling
at the Postofflce at East
In the shoals of poor
Vegas. New Mexico, for transmia- - disastrously
lon through the United States Mails management. Some good democrats
regard it as wrecked beyond recovM second class natter
ery. If it is not wrecked now it is
likely to be, for Wilson's campaign
TERMS OF 8U QSCRIPTION.
seems to be merely one bad break
DAILY, BY GAKltlBK
after another. Now he has turned
:
$ .05
Per Copy
One Week .
15 upon his original political sponsors
One Mcuth - .J
.65 and said that he didn't care for their
This leaves
A
One Year
longer.
7.50 supiort any
Colonel George Harvey and Colonel
DAILY BY MAIL:

1912.

J. FARRELL APPEARED TODAY
BEFORE CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATING BOARD.

BILL

Entered

22,

TRUST TESTIFIES

0

One Year ....7.
Six Months ..:

MONDAY, JANUARY

OF QUALITY'

MAC!

n.m:

LAS

The

man who does the
the measuring

the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Out responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we All your
prescription.

DRUG

CO.

Pboue Main b

Exceptional Values in
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
These Garments were Selected
From au Immense Line of samples, and Combine Service and
Daintiness.

Ijas Vegas.
J. E. Brown, of El Paso, who has
been in Las Vegas for the past week
on business, returned to the Border
City yesterday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Williams of
Omaha, Neb., who have been in jsa
Vegas several days the guests of D.
T. Hoskins, will leave this evening

for California.
George Austin, chief boiler inv
spector of the Santa Fe with head
quarters in Topeka, came in yesterday
from Kansas and was in Las Vegas
on business.
todav
CorDrawers, Skirts, Gowns,
W. C. Black, superintendent of the
set Covers and Conbination
Seventh division of the Postal Telelast night
Suits.
niph company, arrived
from Denver and was in I as Vegas
today on business.
25c Value at 19c
D. T. Hoskins returned Saturday
35c Value at 25c
night from a short business trip to
50c Value at 39c
Santa Fe. Mr. Hoskins attended a
meeting of the penitentiary 'board
75c Value at 49c
while in the Capital City.
1.15 Value at 79c
George H. Hunker, accompanied by
his brother, Chester Hunker, returned
1.25 Value at 89c
last night from Roanoke, Mo., where
1.50 Value at 98c
they were called some time ago by
1.75 Value at 1.29
the death of their mother, Mrs. Louis
Hunker.
2.25 Value at 1.69
Mrs. Jules Daniels, after spending
several days in Las Vegas visiting
HOFFMAN AND GRADBARTH
friends, left this morning on the California Limited for her home in Los
PHONE MAIN 104
Angeles Mrs. Daniels was formerly
a resident of La Vega.
Miss Winifred Shuler is expected
to arrive this evening from her home
will be in Las Vegas sevPLANNED FOR THE AFTERNOON in Raton and
eral days the guest of Judge and Mrs.
David J. Leahy. Miss Shuler Is the
daughter of Mayor Shuler of the Gate
-

--

J

Plain amethyst delaine is used for
this very effective dress. The skirt
Jus' escapea the ground all round,
am: has a tunic simulated by a band
about five
of soft silk embroidery
lnchf- - wide, sewu on by the upper
edge only. The sides of the bodice
are cut Magyar, and open in front to
show a vest that is of finely tucked
net at the top. and the material from
bust to waist; lace insertian trims
the lower edge of net. and embroidery the top of material. The water- fall revers are trimmed wftb embroid-

Art and Science.
"What a beautiful picture of an
was visitangel :' said the lady who
ing the art gallery.
en"Yes," replied the aviation
me
and
you
between
"but
thusiast;
tho e wings aren't practical."

r HICHESTER S PILLS
A

3

AT W

m Ben.

,

ONE

SMnMNMCIomM

Cream Filling
cup sifted flour; X
salt; 1 cup hot milk; 1 egg,
beaten litrht;
cup sugar; 1 teaspoon-fu- l
vanilla extract; 1 ounce chocolate.
Mix fl' iir and salt with a verr little
cold milk; sir into the hot milk arid
cook ten minutes; add the chocolate
and stir until it is melted and evenly
blended with the flour mixture, then
beat in the egg mixed with the sugar,
and lastly the vanilla.
You need the K C Cook's Book, containing this and 89 other delicious
recipes sent free upon receipt of the
colored certificate packed in every
can of K C Baking Powder. Send
to the Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago
One-fourt- h

nt

RECEPTION
FOR FARLEY
New York, Jan. 22. A great public
reception by the laiety of the diocese
lor Cardinal Farley in the Hippo-drom-

last night opened a week
which will be filled with a round of
honors for him and in which Catholic
and
citizens will unite.
Thousands crowded the big hippodrome which was not large enough to
seat them.
United States Senator O'Gorman
presided and Cardinal Farley occuple 1
a seat at the center of the platform
on a da's. His eminence listened tj
eulogistic addresses by former Congressman W. Bourke Cochran and
others and was presented with a set
of engrossed resolutions from the
Catholic laiety thanking the popo for
the signal honor conferred upon the
New York archbishop. His eminence
made a modest address in which he
thanked the people for the honor they
had bestowed upon him.
The prinqlpaa ceremony of the week
will be the formal installation of the
cardinal at St. Patrick's cathedral
City.
.1. C. Osgood, president Of the Vic
next. Thursday.
tor Coal company, with offices in DenClergymen from all parts of the
ver, and several friends, passed United States and Canada will parthrough Las Vegas this afternoon in ticipate.
Colorado & Southern car No. 99 on
train No. 1 en route from Colorado
AUTOMOBILE SHOW
on a trip through the southwest.
R. I., Jan. 22. The
Provindence,
H. B. Hubbard, proprietor of the
latest productions of the motor car
Meridian restaurant, accompanied by factories are displayed in an unusual
Elmer Fowler of the Whalen garage,
ly attractive
setting at the annual
arrived in Las Vegas yesterday after- exhibition of the Rhode Island Licens
noon from Albuquerque in Mr Hub- ed
Automobile Dealers' association.
bard's new Overland touring car, which
opened in the state armory in
which was purchased through William this
city
today. The show will con
Whalen, the local agent.
Dr. Mendel Silber, rabbi of the
THAT'S SOME DRINK
Jewish church of Albuquerque, was in
Finch's famous Golden Wedding
Mr.
and
today.
Las Vegas yesterday
Rye Whisky has a quality all Its own
Silber officiated at the funeral of the
old and mellow. Eight years
Rich,
late Julius Graaf yesterday afternoon of
bottled In bond, full quarts
age,
and held services over the body of at $1.75. A
pride to any sideboard
Mrs. Albert Stern, who died Saturday
for medi mal purposes It has no
morning, this afternoon.
all standard
We handle
Rev. Father Bernard E. Naughton equal
wines.
The
of
and
brands
liquors
arrived this afternoon from his home
Room.
Lau
Cafe
Lunch
and
Lobby
in Central City, Colo., on train No.
bach and Benjamin.
Father Naughton will be in Las Vegas several days investigating) the
$1500
authorship of an article which apPART CASH, BALANCE ON TIME
Westof
the
issue
recent
a
in
peared
will buy a good two story frame
ern Watchman to which his name was
house, 7 rooms and bath, corner lot,
signed.
sidewalks in on both streets, excel
Bird S. Coler, a prominent capitallent location; easily worth $2,000
acNew
York,
ist and politician of
Better hurry if you want to take
companied by Mrs. Coler, arrived yesof this bargain.
advantage
is
the
and
terday from California
and Agency
Investment
Corpora
A.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mam 40.
tion.
Phone
bouleSpiess at their home on the
vard. Mr. and Mrs. Coler have been
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
on a trip to the northwest and Cali"Cures in Every Case"
the
via
home
Mr. Jaa. McCaffery,
fornia and are returning
Mgr, of the
Santa Fe, Mr. Coler has extensive Schlitz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recom
mends Foley's Honey and Tar Com
interests In New Mexico.
pound, because It curea in every case.
Mann,
bishop
Cameron
Rev.
The Rt.
"I have used It myself and I have
accompanied by recommended It to many others who
of North Dakota,
Al- have
since told me of Its great cura
Mrs. Mann, left this afternoon for
will spend the tlve power in disease of the throat
where
they
buquerque
Mann has been and lungs." For all coughs and colds
coming week. Bishop
Red Cross Drug Co.
of the mis- fer and
given temporary charge
New Mexico until
FAMINE IN CHINA.
sionary district of
successor of the
a
of
Jan. 22. An appeal
the election
Washington,
will ocfor help declaring that over three
late Bishop Kendrick wyiich
Mann
million people are facing starvation
cur in April. Bishop and Mrs;
the has been received at the neadquar-ter- s
during
In
Las
Vegas
been
have
Mann occupied
of the Red Cross Society from C
past week and Bishop
Memorial D.
Paul's
of
St
Jameson, the Red Cross engineer
the pulpit
sersent to China to devise means for preEpiscopal church at the morning
is recogMann
Bishop
vice yesterday.
venting floods.
ecclesinized as one of the foremost
made
many
he
Do no allo your kidney and bladastics in this country,
will always be der trouble to develop beyond the
and
friends yeaterday
In Las reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid
welcomed by a large audience
They give quick results
New ney Pills.
'
in
his
stay
During
and stop Irregularities with surprisVegas.
visit all of
will
Mann
O. G. Schaefer and
Mexico Bishop
ing promptness.
district
Red Cross Drug Co.
the Barnes in thia

t
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Look al It
Makes You Hungry
McKenzie
Mrs.
Editorof
Hill,
Janet
By
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
C. R. Walker drove in yesterday
When company arrives unexpectedly,
from . his home in Mora on business. this cream cake often covers an otherwise embarrassing
situation, for it
Charles Anderson of Raton arrived answers
the place of any other dessert
yoeterday afternon from his home in as it can be stirred up quickly.
K C Cream Caka
the Gate City on business.
Oik half cup butter; 1 cup sugar;
J. van Houten went to his home In
2
of e?gs, beaten light; IU cups
Raton last night and is expected to yolks
sifted flour; 2 level teaspoonfuls A C
return to Las Vegas tomorrow.
cup cold water;
Baking Powder;
W. C. Reid, assistant attorney for whites of 2 eggs, beaten dry.
Cream the butter; add the sur,
the Santa Pe, arrived this afternoon yolks of eggs and
water; then the flour,
from his home In Roswell on busi- sifted three times with the baking powof eggs. Bake in
whites
the
der;
lastly
ness.
two or three layers; put these together
M. McGee, Santa Pe round house
with cream filling, and dredge the top
f oi eman at Lamy, after spendnig Sunwith confectioner's sugar.
84
day in Las Vegas, left this afternoon
for Lamy.
F. G. Stewart, of El Paso, arrived
Saturday night from the border and
was in I, as Vegas yesterday and today
on business.
Reed Holloman, an attorney of
arrived this afternoon from
his home on a short business trip to

weighing,

WINTERS

DAILY

Cream Cake
to

PERSONALS

lie Prescriptionist

VECiAS

8MART

MILLION

22,
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PATENTS

YANKEE
PROVES
WORLD 8UPREMACY.

LIST RITES FOR

HIS

SOUTHWESTERN

THE BEST SILVER POLISH MADE.

R9NEER

It cleans and Polishes in the same operation.
It is the most economical Polish made.

United States Has Doubly Outdistanced Its Next Competitor in
Recorded Invention Amazing Growth of Office.

FRIENDS
LARGE
COMPArA
FUKeKAL OF
ATTENDED
GRAAF YEff TERDAY
S

One million patents in less than a
century Is the record of Yankee gen
ius, the patent office in
Wash lngton
having Issued
No
patent
1.UU0.000. One million patents In less
than a century Is a record not even
approached by any other nation.
France comes nearest the United
States in the inventive genius of her
people with less than half the number of patents granted in America.
The millionth patent is for a puno
f
tire for automobiles and
other vehicles, depending upon rubber
springs for Its resiliency, and is the
invention of an Akron, Ohio, man.
It has often been said that no other
people on earth have ever showed the
Inventive genius seen in the United
States. The steamboat, the telegraph,
the telephone, the aeroplane and other
wonderful inventions, all products of
the Yankee brain, are all well known.
Thousands of labor saving devices,
uch as the sewing machine, cotton
gin, mower and reaper all the results of American inventive genius
have done more to alleviate the condition of mankind than any other factor outside of the abolition of slav
ery.
Looking back over the wonderful
progress in the mechanical and fine
arts. It will be noticed that the inventive faculty of the American people
has kept pace with the wonderful
growth of the nation. While Americans are of heterogeneous stocks, jail
authorities agree they have become
amalgamated by the talents and ability of their statesmen and industrial
pioneers. Millions of people from foreign shores have been assimilated because of the liberal form of government and because of the equal opportunities offered. But every step forward In this country haB been either
directly due to or Is closely allied with
that wonderful faculty for delving Into
untried fields peculiar to Americans.
The granting of a patent In the old
days, when the nation was young, was
a matter of great importance, whether
it was for making pot and pearl ashes
or wooden nutmegs; If, indeed, those
silent testimonials to Yankee smartness ever got the grace of government
favor.
The patent office as it stands today
was created by act of Congress of July
4, 1836, and the first commissioner was
Henry L. EllBworth, of Connecticut.
From that time until the present tho
patent laws have provided for a search
system that is, they provide that a
search be made to see if any patent of
a like nature has been issued, so as to
prevent duplication. But before that
time there was little If any searching
done, because there was no provision
made and practically no force to make
a search.
The present series of patents began
In 1836, and since that time patents
have been numbered consecutively
Prior to July 4, 1836. there had been
Issued 9,902 patents. The first patent
of the present series was granted to
John Ruggles, July 13. 1836. for a locomotive engine, and is patent No. 1.
All patents, both foreign and do
mestW. thus must be searched, and If
nothing Is found to conflict with the
idea of which patent is requested, the
For all this work
grant is made.
Uncle Sam charges the modest fee of
$35 $15 upon filing the application
and the other $20 when notice Is received that patent will be granted.
From the first federal patent grant
In 1790. to the present commissioner
In 1911, Is a long Jump. It is Just 121
years ago. Many changes have taken
place during this time. When the first
patent was Issued the president of
the United States made the grant,
while the record was written by a
clerk in the state department. Then
followed the patent board, composed
of the secretary of state, the secretary of war and the attorney general
This board was continued until 1836,
when the first commissioner of patents was appointed.
Since 1836 the work of the patent office has Increased
by leaps and
bounds; and today, when the number
of patents granted each year averages
more than thirty thousand, the Inventive hump of the Yankee may almost
be seen growing. It Is developing so
fast.
ture-proo-

.

GORHAM SILVER POLISH.

With all the solemn riteV of the
Jewish church the funeral of Julius
Graaf, pioneer resident of Las vVgas
who passed away Thursday afternoon,
occurred from Temple Monteflore
yesterday afternoon. Burial, at which
the Las Vegas lodge of the L O. O.
F. of which Mr. Graaf was a member,
was in the Jewish cemeofficiated,
tery. Dr. Mendel Silber, rabbi of the
Jewish congregation of Albuquerque,
officiated at Temple Monteflore.
The reariect in which Mr. Graaf was
held in the hearts of the residents
of this city was shown by the attendance at the funeral. People of every
denomination were among the mourners, as were also business and fraternal asociates anil a large company of
intimate friends. The floral pieces
with which the casket was covered,
were many and beautiful.
Mr. Gra-who had been a resident
of Las VegM for 35 years and of the
southwrst from 38 to 40 years, was
born in Hamburg, Germany, on
r 2t, 1841. He came to America, landing In New York, when he
was about 21 years of age, or in the
early sixties. After spending several
years in that city he went to. Kansas
City In 1871 where he engaged In the
manufacture of cigars. After several
years he went to Las Animas, Colo.,
where he formed a partnership with
L. Leon In the grocery business. Later, with Mr. Leon, Mr. Graaf went to
Trinidad, Colo., where in 1876 they
engaged in the grocery and restaurant business. From Trinidad the firm
moved its place of business to Las
Vegas, occupying the site where at
the present time is located the Plaza
hotel. Mr. Leon died some time later
and- the business
was closed out
Later Mr. Graaf formed a partnership
with Mr. Thorpe and located In the
Union block on Sixth street, which
was built for them. From that time
until this Mr. Graaf has been associated with seven different men in
the grocery business always occupying the location on Sixth street. Mr.
Graaf was associated with Messrs.
Thorpe. Moore, Hawkins, Kline, Keen,
Bowles and Hayward, who was his
partner when he died.
Is survived by his wife,
. Mr. Graaf
and two sons, Julius Graaf and Joseph
Graaf. The pall hearers were Harry
W. Kelly, Thomas W. Hayward, A. M.
Adler, Charles Ilfeld, Adolph Strauss
and Charles Tamme, all close friends
of Mr. Graaf, and men who have
known him practically ever sjnee he
came into the southwest.

Large Size $1.00

Small Size 25c

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
JEWELER

OPTICIAN
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No-vem-

OLD ENOUGH

TO VOTE

Whittier, Cal., Jan. 22. The first
woman to register here for the next
election is Mrs. Lydia Heald Sharp-less- ,
who is i01 years old.

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
Wednesday January 24th.
LAST WE ARE TO HAVE AN
CHEER UP! ATOPPORTUNITY
TO SEE THE
KIRKE LaSHELLE PRODUCTION
Of

Henry Blossom's Great Racing Play

CHECKERS
With Practically The Original Cast

INCLUDING
DAVE GRAHAM

IN HIS
ORIGINAL
ROLE OF

"PUSH" MILLER

THIS IS THE ONLY COMPANY THAT HAS EVER PRESENTED THIS METROPOLITAN OFFERING, HAVING PLAYED
TWENTY DIFFERENT ENGAGEMENTS IN NEW YORK
CITY, WHERE IT WILL RETURN THIS SEASON FOR A
RUN OF SIX WEEKS.

THE PLAY'S ACTION ABSORBS YOU
ITS SPIRITS ENTRANCES
ITS CLIMAXES ELECTRIFY
NO ONE SHOULD MISS SEEING IT

PRICES $1.50, $1.00. 75c

EVERYBODY
Reads the Optic
Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

r

J. M.

dAM, President

SHHINCIER

Vli--

President

(?

D. T. HOSKINS.

Cuhier.

f

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by

the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and ou will be agreeably surprised at the
pro
gress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand'you can grasp an
with the other,
op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
Witte You can just bet that the
theatrical people are not opposed to
bill boards.

Winks

No, they are stuck on them,

i

LM VI0A8
WHEN

t

CARVING

WAS

year some new use is lounu tor lu
after everything, seemingly, has
been extracted from it there Is left
a valuable residuum known as corn
oil cake, which
Is sold
hero and
abroad and is used In the fattening of
sneep and other animals. Nearly 50,- uou.ooo pounds of this material are an
nuallj shipped to Great Britain and
Germany and there used by farmers.
who And it cheaper than materials of
a similar nature which they can grow
at Dome

the Slicing Was Suited
to the Importance of
Queet.

Carving wu once a serious thing,
sixteenth century carver was a
Ijrofesslonal. He had to make the
Joint lit the guest. The slie of his
slices ww the thing. Then he had
o know his , guests and out accordingly.
lord, for Instance, at th tahia
The Way It's Done.
and a pike was dished up whole.
"Doctor, I want you to look after my
Smaller fry, and the pike came on In
office while I'm on vacation."
ajllces. The same procedure with pig.
"But I've JuBt graduated,
doctor.
JThe rank of the diners decided whether it should appear at table in gold Have had no experience."
"That's all right, toy boy. My prac-tic- e
leaf or naked, whole or sliced. With
Is strictly fashionable. Tell the
bread, too, there was a difference.
New or three days old baked was men to play golf and ship the lady
at the discretion of the carver as he patients off to Kurope."
laed up the visitors. And as for the
apportioning of the tidbits according
MILLINERY FIRST
to precedence there was no end. The
e
carrer in fact was born and
old-tim-

then

made.

The eighteenth century was the day
of the carving master. He taught hos
teases the art. Lady Mary Montagu.
Ifor Instance, took three lessons a
week "that she might be perfect on
!her father's public davs. when in nr.
der to perform her functions without
Interruptions, she was forced to eat
Bier own dinner alone an hour or two
ef oreli and."
The hostess carved while the host
"'pushed the bottle." She did more.
She urged the guests to eat more
and more, and woe to her if she
neglected a guest The diner who
was forced to help himself to a slice
of anything nearly choked. These
diners of the eighteenth century liked
being pressed. And the hostess welcomed the end of the feast. London
hronlcle.

lilt

Bhe Optic

One bay horse,
old. S00 lbs., 13 hands.
To-wi-

Honevmnonprf;
a v Vaaa.l
w
a

7

or

8

THE

Said animal being unknown to this

1911.
To-wi- t:

One bay horse,

650 lbs., 14

7

years old,

hands.

Branded
On right shoulder

ISO

COLUMN
--
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Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344.

Machine Shop
Wm. Whalen, Prop,

RETAIL PRICES
or Mora, Each Delivery
lbs. Each Delivery
lbs Eaoh Dsllvery
M lb, to 200 lb. Each Delivery
Law Than 60 lbs. Each Delivery

too per 10t lbs.
28e per 100 lbs.
JOc per 100 lbs.
4O0 per 100 lbs.
S0o per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COJMP.ANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

City.

iu

NO. 2, A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS

A, M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in sack
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.

.

DIRECTORY

Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visltint
brothers are cordially invited- - Gee
h. Hunker. Exalted Ruler; D. W.'
Condon, Secretary.

-

WM
Branded
On left shoulder
Optic's Number, Main .
Said animal being unknown tc this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold FOR RENTTwo unfumiahed
.
by this Board for the benefit of the
408 Washington.
owner when found.
"I resolved not to make a nuisance
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
RENT-F- ive
FOR
room
of myself when I descended on tbe
modern
M.
N.
brick
Albuquerque,
with
her
cottage. Inquire 519 Washdovecote," explained the girl
ington avenue.
eye on the lavender colored handker- 1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
chiefs. "I planned to slip oft for long
walks by myself and to develop a fondEstray Advertisement
FOR RENT- - -- Nicely furnished room
ness for solitary rowing bouts on the
Notice la hereby given to whom it
620 Twelfth street.
to
lake and
dlsonver Hnrenn of letters may concern that the
de
following
that I simply had to go away by myself scribed
estray animal was taken up by FOR RENT Modern furnished
to write. I was going to give those
rvmi
J. H. Honev. firenvtllo
o
T
. . . . . , .M, . HT
.11 . , tiaix. o,
for light housekeeping. Applv 10 1)
without
coo
to
time
people plenty of
1912.
the dark cloud of my presence embarFifth street.
One brown mare, 15 years
I needn't have wor
rassing them!
ried, for they did not pay any more old, 750 lbs.,
FOR RENT-- To
the right party, 160
attention to me than they would If I
Branded
acre ranch with improvements.
had been composed of mist.
On right thigh
Apply 1030 Fifth street.
"What I found that I simply could
j
not endure was not any excess sentiOn right shoulder
Fine suite of furnished
. FOR RENT
mentality but excess solicitude on the
Said animal being unknown to this
part of the brides. Now, I've known
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
Art Worley all my life, ever since we Board, unless claimed
hath, etc. Excellent location. 91S
by owner on or
used to pull each other's hair and steal before Feb. 2, 1912, said date
Kiillith street.
10
being
cookies together, and of all the dareafter
last
days
of
appearance
this
ad
devil, reckless boys I ever knew, he
For Rent Three roomed house furwas the worst. He was always get- vertlsement, said estray will be sold
nished. Water in the house. Adi!
this
Board
for
by
the
benefit
In
of
In
the
drenched
ting
rainstorms, upset
910 Gallinas.
lakes, sunstruck and mangled In acci- owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
dents, and as his mother was one of
FOR RENT Good furnished
those comfortable, placid women with
rooms,
Albuquerque, si. M.
a divine faith In the nine lives of cats 1st
close in. Apply 725 Sixth strcot
pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912
attenand hoys she never paid any
tion to his mishaps. He grew up as
Estray Advertisement
tough as a hickory and able to thrive
Notice is hereby given to whom it
on a diet of nails.
Grace's conduct may concern that the following de- FOR SALE-aveuu- Furniture, 1104
"That is why
Douglas
first took away my breath and then In- scribed estray animal was taken up by
furiated me. 'Darling,' she would say J. W. Collier, Estancla, N. M., Not
anxiously to Art at the breakfast ta- 22, 1311.
FOR SALE A property, a
ble, pausing suddenly as the awful
bargain
small red cow. 8 or 7
to healthseeker.
out
to
'I
Address Box 244,
smote
her.
lay
forgot
thought
years old.
East Las Vegas.
your heavier underwear for you, and
Branded
there's quite a chill wind today! I
V
On left hip
Just know you'll take your death of
HOW'S THIS?
Said animal being unknown to this
rrild'
Promise me that vou'll chance
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reat once I should never forgive myself Board, unless claimed hv nu.no- ward for any case of Catarrh that
if you got cold in your head through before Feb. 2, 1912, said date
being 10 cannot be cured hv Hall's
ray horrid carelessness!
days after last appearance of this ad Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
"And Art Worley, before my very vertlsement. said
estray will be sold
We, the undersiened. h avn If nntun
eyes, would gaze at her fatuously and by this Board for the benefit
of the F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
frown a trifle with worry and then
owner when found.
ucucve mm periectjy nonorable in all
would agree that his precious health
business transactions,
and finanHaiiv
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD.
demanded the next heaviest weight
able to carry out obligations made by
He would shiver a trifle, too, and say
bis firm.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912. NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
that the wind did feel cold.
"That would start Helen. 'Harrv.
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure fa taken tn.
she would murmur to her husband, 'do
Estray Advertisement
acting directly upon the
you feel the cold, too? Now, don t be
Notice Is hereby given to whom it ternally,
diooo ana mucous surfaces of the sysfoolishly brave and say no when you're may concern that the
tem.
Testimonials sent free. Price
following de
really suffering! You know you said' scribed
estray animal was taken up by 75 cents per bottle. Sold hv nil nmo-last night that you had a pain in your
gists.
shoulder! I Just knew you shouldn t W. H. Chaney, Hachita, N. M.
Take Hall's Familv Ptll
rnnofl.
One mare and colt, 10 or pation.
have brought in those great heavy
armfuls of stove wood! You tax your 12 years, 600 lbs., 14 hands.
.
Branded
strength too much!'
Folev Kldnev Dill.
"Yet this same Harry Horan took all
always give satisfaction because they
On left hip
the athletic honors at college. He re
Said animal being unknown to this aiways ao tne work. T. J. Shelnut,
Bremen, Ga., says:
"I have used
sembles a giant of prehistoric days to
unless claimed by owner on or Foley Kldnev Pllln
with
size. Yet Harry, Instead of howling Board,
in derision, would look seriously and before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10 faction and found more relief frnm
would tell Helen that he supposed he days alter last appearance of this ad- their use than from tnv nth or im.
was foolish and that he must be more vertisement, said estray will be sold ney medicine, and I've tried almost
1 Can
ttll K1UQ8.
CheBlfVlIIv Tannm.
careful !
by this Board for the benefit of thf mend them to all sufferers for lridnov
"Then Grace would capture me as 1 owner when found.
and bladder trouble." n. fi Srhaofor
started for a walk and would pour her
and Red Cross Drug Co.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
troubles lntu my ear. It seemed that
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
more
not
eaten
than twe
Art had
The Danqer of la Grlrjne
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
Is its fatal tendencv to nneilmnnia
spoonfuls of his breakfast food that
To cure your la grippe coughs take
morning, and did I think he was going
to be ill?
Estray Advertisement
i loney ana Tar Compound. R.
Notice is hereby given to whom it roieys
"Then I would brutally say that Art
insner, Washington. Kan.. nva"I
was troubled with a SfiVPrp flttflplr
Worley looked as solid and tough and may concern that the following de
lasting as the big oak tree out in front scribed estray animal was taken up by of la grippe that threatened penumo-nia- .
A friend avlaed Fnlev'a
she would Indignantly retort that I had I. N.
Shirley, Estancia, N. M.. Dec. and Tar Com Don nd and T cnt relief
no heart and didn't appreciate the real
27, 1911.
after taking the flr3t few doses. I took
delicacy of his constitution.
One bay mare pony, 500 tnree Dottles and my la irrinne was
"When I escaped from her Helen
cured." Get the genuine, in the vel- hands.
would approach and weep on my shoul- lbs., 13
low package.
O. G. Schaefer nnrt
.
Branded
if
to
be
I
told
der and demand
thought
Red Cross Drug Co.
H
On right hip
Harry would stop loving her because
tbe coffee had been so weak at breakSaid animal being unknown to this
Charles Durham. Lovtneton. HI., has
fast, due to her criminal neglect She Board, unless claimed
by owner on or succeeded In flndlne a noaltlvn
felt that she had failed as a wife and
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10 for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
she could not bear to think of her
tne bed every night clear thro' on
own frightful shortcomings a moment days after last appearance of this ad- the floor.
I tried several Vlnrio
f
vertisement, said estray will be sold kidney medicine and I was 'n the
longer.
drug
by this Board for the benefit of tho aiure loosing ror something different
to help him when i heard of Foley
"After I had endured this sort of owner when found.
Kidney Pills. After hp. had talron
thing for one whole week 1 threw all
CATTLE
SANITARY BOARD,
them two days we could see a change
Into my trunk
my clothes helter-skelte- r
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
and when he had taken two thirds of
and caught the next train back to
town. I really felt that Immediate es- 1st puh. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912. a bottle he was cured. That is about
six weeks ago and he ha nnt not
cape was the only thing that could
in bed since." n. n .sptnofoi- save my mind from giving away utMedicines tnat aia nature are al- Red Cross Drug Co.
terly.
ways most effectual.
"That's why I'm buying lavender Cough Remedy acts on Chamberlain's
this
' onstiDation
It
is the
will
fade in the allays the cough, relieves theplan.
handkerchiefs that
ailments
lungs
and disorders that make Uf
first wash I want to do something opens the Becretions and
aids nat- miserable. Take Chamberlain's Ston
foolish myself to counteract the fool- ure in restoring the system to a ach
and Liver Tablets, keep yout
ishness of others during that long healthy condition. Thousands have bowels regular and
you will avoirj
testified
to
its
week!"
superior excellence. these diseases. For sale hj aD drue
Sold by all druggists.
Kl8tS.

For Rent

e.

--

month at Masonic

Tem-

at

7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
ple,

i"5 ueiBuuois are especially
and cordially invited.

'

wel-

come

DENTISTS.

Brlnegar, Secretary.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Dentist
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has
phono
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
at office and residence.

Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.
EL

DORADO

KNIGHTS

LODGE
OF

NO.

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

&

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.

1,

PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
New Mexieo.
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS1
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially
IChas.

H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.

E.

Liebsoh- nler, Cha n c e 1 o r

Physician and Surgeon
I treat all kinds of diseases, but
Commander. Harry
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
Martin, Keeper of
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
lOHL TIME CAM)
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
EA8T BOUND
Arrive
Depart
No. 2.. . 9:10 p. m.
9:15 p.( m.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
No. 4.. .11:06 p m
11:10 p. m.
I. O. of B
B.
Meets every first No. 8.. . 1:16 a.
m
1:25 a. m.
Tuesday of the month In the vestry No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m
2:10 p. m.
8
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
WEST BOUNtt
Invited
Isaac Appel, No. 1
corJ!:.Uy
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. m.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec No. 3
6:10 a. m
6:15 p. m.
retary.
No. 7
m
4:40
m
4:60
1

No.

9

p.
6:36 p. m

p.
7:00 p. m

RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
is a reliable family medicine. Give
of
chief
records and collector it to your
Flint,
children, and take it yourof wampum.
self when you feel a cold coming on.
Visiting brother
It checks and cures coughs and cold
welcome.
F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

and croup and prevents bronchitis
and penumonia. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

Meets every Monday evening at
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visiting brethren cordially Invited to attend. J . D. Frldenstine, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

Do no allow your kidney and bladder trouble to develop beyond the
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid
ney Pills. Thev eive oulck result
and stop irregularities with surpris
u. u. scnaerer and
ing promptness.
Red Cross Drug Co.

I. O. O.
1.

fr

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

&

HANDLED

T

.

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

ALWAYS

CLASSIFIED
ADVER
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
TISEMENT6
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
cents per line each Insertion Secretary.
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
estimate six ordinary words to a
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pionear
me. No ad to occupy less space than LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y. NO. 2,
building. Visiting members are corKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
wc lines.
Ali advertisements charg-t- d
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
conclave second Tues-JBwill be booked at space actually
E. P.- Mackrl, F. S.
. without
day in each month at Maregard to number of
vords.
Cash in advance preferred. sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme. Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the seoond and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at S p. m. C. Clay
ARCH
M'i SONS Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vlslt- tion first Monday in each

For Sale

Vivian Oh, dear! What shall I do
to make the auto go faster?
Harold Try to Stop itl

OBTAINABLE

AND BUSINESS

LODGE

aTE8 FOR

nort

Everything Made at Home.

lb,

A

t..t.tHW.t.,tTO)q,Wia,1MtlMtj

To-wi- t:

TAILOR FOR MEN

1,OM Ibe. to 2,00
SM I be- - to 1,00

CHAPMAN

Iron-plate-

THE VERY THING

GOODS

SOCIETY

WANT

n

Branded
On left shoulder

Board, unlets claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said eatray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of th"
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
in one week!
I came home because I 1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
had to do so to retain my sanity! Yet
when the Horans and the Worleys askEstray Advertisement
ed me over to visit them at the
Not.ce
Is hereby given to whom it
cottage they had taken together for
the season, I thought I was going to may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
have the time of my life!"
H. H. Lucero, Guam, N. M., Dec. 14,
"Well, didn't you?"

did!" emphatically said the girl
lavender bordered
handkerchiefs. "And may the fates
preserve me from having it again!
It was all my own fault and I should
have known
person
better!
Any
bright enough to be let run at large
should have more sense than to tackle
one bride and groom and to think of
any human being having the
nerve and reckless daring to
attempt to breathe the same atmosphere with two pairs of newly married
makes me absolutely dispeople
gusted!

CHAS. LEWIS

MM

BEST

CAE

an niMfciro

years

"What are you doing here?" de
manded the girl who had Just bought
six Initial handkerchiefs. "One short
week ago you bade us all farewell and
went away to stay a month in the
country!"
"That's all right." said the girl who
was looking at lavender bordered handkerchiefs. "I was there a month all

'I

Hubby I honestly think I'm coins
to have appendicitis.
Wifey Well, I'm sure I'm going to
have a new hat, and your old appendicitis can wait.

KtSIAURANT AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REClli

To-wi- t:

$1,050

LUddi

1911.

who was buying

Arabia's Laughing Plant.
The laughing plant is not a flower
that laughs, but one that creates
laughter. If the printed accounts of
travelers can be believed, says an
Fnglish paper. It grows in Arabia
and is called Jie laughing plant because the seeds produce effects like
tnose caused by laughing gas. The
nowers are of a bright yellow, and
tho seed pods are soft and woolly,
while the seeds resemble small black
beans. Only two or three grow In a
pod. The natives dry and pulverize
them, and the powder, taken In small
doses, makes the soberest person be- aave like a circus clown or a madman,
for he will dance, sing and laugh
most boisterously and cut the most
fantastic capers and be In an uproariously ridiculous condition for about
an hour. When the excitement ceases
the, exhausted exhibitor of these antics falls asleep, and when he awakens
he has not the slightest remembrance
of Us frisky doings.
King Corn.
Corn, the gift of the new world to
the old. Is the king of grains. Eaon

1 11C

ess

22, 1912.

Eatray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may conoern that the following de
scribed eatray animal was taken up by
M. Q. Keenan, Springer, N. M., Dec. 7,

AN ART Even

Old Day

the
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Crystal Ice

o

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
BUY-t- he
particular thin is worth most!
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to
some
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
used machinery and furniture, article, of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical
of those who MIGHT

instruments.

As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders'of
th
best markets!

LAS VEGAS DAILY

ONER FRIENDS
ARE

BOOSTING

Mnirnrnnii
00

SEVERAL

i

LAS

VEGAS

MONTANA

KEY WE8T CELEBRATES
Key West, Fla., Jan. 22.- - A

POULTRY

SHOW
Butte, Mont, Jan. 22. The fourOi
annual exhibition of the Montana
Poultry association, which opened In
the Auditorium in this city today,
la the biggest affair of its kind ever
staged in this state. The exhibits

big
three-dacelebration was ushered In
here today in honor of the arrival of

LIMITED

TRAIN

y

overthe first train over the
sea extension of the Florida East
Coast railway, giving Key West its
number more than 1,000 and embrace first direct connection with the mainvisitors
a wide variety of high-bre- d
fowls. land. Many distinguished
The show will last the entire week. are here for the celebration.

PEOPLE
NEW STYLE8 FOR OLD
HAVE SEEN THE PLAY IN THE
The latest shapes and fashions In
hats, styles new and
EAST BUT WILL GO
large
and small, trimmed and unt rimmed.
The board opened yesterday for the Hats that make the old look young
millinery
Mle of tickets to "Checkers," which and the young attractive
rill be played Wednesday evening at that sets off the crowning charm of
he Duncan opera house. There was feminnity and gives the wearer an
an actKe demand and Druggists Mur- - Individuality that becomes a personAll this and more Js realal asset
pliey and Scliaefer were kont busy re
ized
b
the
patrons of Mrs. Wallls,
serving seats and looking after thrtr
on
Sixth
street
milliner,
business.
There
other
are several
chronic playgoers in La& Vegas who
RED SUNDAY ANNIVERSARY
have seen "Checkers" in other cities.
St. Petersburg,
Jan. 22. Today
arc
most
the
boostenthusiastic
They
was
the
of "Red
seventh
anniversary
ers for the show. They know it Is
led a
when
Father
Gapon
Sunday,"
and
are
their
friends not
pood
urging
before
demonstration
of
the
people
one of the best attractions
to mi-ithe winter palace and many were
of the season.
to
Cheer up!
"Checkers' is coming! killed by troops. Owing probably
the
the
extra
taken
by
precautions
"Checkers" is well and favorably
the anniversary passed withknown in every city in the land. It police
out
disorderly demonstrations.
any
has been most successful during its
on
seven years
the boards and has
THERE IS DANGER
come to be acknowledged one
of
is danger in allowing a cold
There
America's biggest dramatic hits.
"Checkers" is a fascinating racing to run on from day to day. Penslar's
O. G.
comedy of a purely American type. Cold Breakers for sale by
In
cold
short
a
will
relieve
Schaefer,
It has crisp, fresh dialogue, splendid
They decrease the liability
rich humor and order.
characterizations,
It enter- to penmimonia, which is particularly.
many dramatic moments.
tains more generally than the aver- prevalent at this time of the yea-a box today and get rid of tha.
age offering and pleases a larger Buy
clientele than almost any piece be cold.
for the public. It is a wholesome,
BIG REDUCTION
interesting and stirring entertainment
and is always capitally played by a
During our inventory sale everycompany of more than ordinary
thing goes at 50 cents o nthe dol
lar. We make a specialty of misses
and children's hats, alsoh some of the
latest one piece dresses are below
IT IS NOT STRANGE
It is not strange that so many peo- cost. Call and be convinced. Mrs. A
ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma Standish.
restaurant on Center street. The bill
of fare is generous and the price is
When buying a cough medicine for
,
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals. children bear in mind that Chamber-effectual
is
most
Iain's
Cough
Remedy
Many people wonder how it is pos- for
and whoplng couch
colds,
sible to serve such excellent meals so and that it croup
contains no harmful drug.
For sale by all druggists.
cheaply.
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127-mil- e

WRECKED

AT

MANUELITO

ENGINE CRASHES INTO FREIGHT
CENTER
MANUFACTURING
LOCOMOTIVE, DERAILING LAT-- '
Las Vegas has become known as a
TER AND MAIL CAR.
manufacturing center of the new
state. Sabino Lujan is a manufacturer of fine filigree Jewelry. He Gallu,, N. M., Jan. 22. The first
will make special designs to order section of
the California Limited, proalthough he has a large assortment ceeding west at a speed in excess of
in stock. Prices are right. See Lujan, 50 miles an
hour, was wrecked at
Bridge street.
the Manuelito siding, 27 miles west of
TEXAS LAUNDRYMEN MEET
Waco, Tex., Jan. 22. Waco la

en-

tertaining for two days the annual
convention of tie Texas Laundry-men'- s
President S. G.
association.
Burnett occupied the chair at the
opening session today.
CAROLINA GOOD ROADS MEETING
Columbia, S. C, Jan. 22. Gratifying progress in the campaign for im-

proved highways was reported here
today at the twelfth annual convention of the South Carolina Good Roads
asociation. Among the matters discussed by the convention was a proposal to employ convict labor in road
construction work.
GOODMAN AND KELLY

Chattanooga, Tenn., Jan. 22. Patrons of the Chattanooga Athletic club
are promised a good card of events
at the club's boxing show tomorrow
nght. The feature event of the evening will be an eight round bout
of Chicago
Danny Goodman
and

Ieo

Kelly of St. Louis.

RAILWAY

DEVELOPMENT

Edmonton, Alta., Jan. 22. The Alberta legislative assembly convened
today and was opened with the cusThe session
tomary formalities.
premises to be one of more than ordinary interest and importance. Railway development occupies a foremost
place on the government program.

were Saturday afternoon, snortly before 5 o'clock. Three mail clerks
were injured.
The Limited
the engine attached to extra
freight No. 963, turning that engine
over on Its side. The mail car of the
Limited in which the three clerks
were working was thrown down the
steep embankment and the dining car
and buffet car were derailed. Traffic
a.-a result, will be tied up until tomorrow morning.
The Limited left Albuquerque on
time Saturday in charge of Conductor Barney. The freight train, in
and
charge of ConducOor Downs,
drawn by the big decapod oil burning
engine No. 963, also westbound, had
orders to wait at Manuelito siding to
allow the Limited to pass. The freight
drew Into the siding, but when the
rear of the train had passed to safety,
the front of the train was not In the
clear.
The Limited running under a full
head of steam at lighting speed, passed the switch and the engineer, not
knowing the freight was not In the
clear, crashed into It with almost fatal results. The engineer and fireman
of the freight engine jumped and both
were slightly Injured. The Limited
engine did not leave the track, but
the collision severed the connection
of the engine with the rest of the
train, and the mall car cut loose and
rolled down the embankment.
Luther M. Stone, mail clerk in
charge, and Clerks Harry Lathrop
and Leo St. Amant were knocked
slde-swlpe- d

8C

22, 1912.

about in the rolling mail car and sustained severe bruises. None of tha
passengers on the train was hurt.
Immediately following the receipt
of the news of the wreck, the wrecking crew from here was called and
sent to the scene of the wreck, and
men were ordered from the track and
section gangs everywhere within 50
miles of the accident. The wreck
was cleared early yesterday morning.
TO VOTE ON COMMISSION PLAN
Janesville, Wis., Jan. 22. Every
thing Is In readiness for the special

election here tomorrow to decide
whether or not Janesville shall, adopt
the commission form of government.
Advocates of the plan have waged a
vigorous campaign and are hopeful
that the proposal wll be adopted.
When given as soon as the croupy
cough appears Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy will ward off an attack of
and
croup and prevent all danger
Thousands of
cause of anxiety.
mothers use it successfully. For sale
by all druggists.

and
Preserved Fruits

AND

HUNTS
SUPREME

Canned
Fruits

and

and
Berries

The Orchard

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

Order These Brands And You wilt be
Delighted With Their Flavor and Quality

1

m

))

GERMAN-MILLE- D

fiBB ress' flour

S5i

the answer

M

Ms

1

It's

Firxer,-Whit- er

Urviforrrv
ard MoreLARABEES

Made by

famous GERMAN

FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

.

A

SAFE - RELIABLE

-

NO OPIATES

FOLEY'S

HONEY and TAR

IN EVERY

Gross, Kelly

COMPOUND

SACK.

Co.

Distributors

A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality.
Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in tha
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. SCHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.

Ask Your Grocer for It

Subscribe for The Optic

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater

LAS VEGAS

THE HOriE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
M PADGETT, Editor,
Sane Conservative And Well Edited.
AT,

The Optic is the Best
Daily in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

PROCESS.

ROGERS' SILVERWARE

COUPON

NO NARCOTIC8

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

to

every Bakirxf Problem.

0

V

QUICK

Delicious
as
The Fresh
From the
Garden

Canned
Vegetables

"FORT"

vN

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

LAS VEQAS DAILY

HEKMANS

DUTCH

COOKIES

Ate Simply Delicious
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Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Sackman are
HILLSBORO'b GUN "TOTERS."
the proud parents of a baby girl born
Hillsooro, N. at Jan. fi. The peoto them Saturday night.
ple of this town and vicinity are just
auoui ready lor some drastic and de-tApolonio A. Sena has applied at the
mined action to prevent the lawcourt
house for $4 as bounty on two lessness which has been in evidence
Try a aram of Old Taylor tKiuroo:
coyoteB killed by him recently on the here lor some tune past, cuietty due
at ibe Opera Bar.
mesa east of Las Vegas.
to the general practice of carrying
irons or other
shooting
dangerous
Fidel Corii will give a dance In Ro
A marriage license was issued this weapons and it is said that one of
senthal hall, Friday night
it
morning at the court house to Teles-for- the slomen New Year's resolutions of
Baca, aged 18, and Francisco Or- Sheriff Kendall was to put an end to
Finch t Golden Wedding Rye, aged
33.
Both are residents of gun toting in this bailiwick in the
tiz,
aged
In the wood.
Direct from dlstllleiy
Las Vegas.
to you. At the Lobby, of
year 1912.
Saturday night there was a lively
Judge David J. Leahy has rendered little bit of target practice here when
The Ladles' Guild will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 at the home of judgment in favor of the plaintiff Tomas Gallegos was shot in the hand
in the case of John A. Thompson and Lorenzo Ruiz
Mrs. W- J. Lucas, on Eighth street.
slightly wounded
against Emma D. Thompson. The ac- by Gregorio Gallegos, who was out
Wanted One or two rooms, furnish- tion was for divorce and was filed with an itching trigger finger and
ed or unfurnished, modern preferred. some time ago in the district court just had to put a leaden peUet into
Must be on the hill. Address or for Mora county. Thompson, who was some one.
Gallegos and Ruiz met
married in Missouri in 1905, alleges Tomas
phone Optlo office.
Gallegos, Emilio De la O, just
that his wife deserted him. Accord- out on bail for
manslaughter, Juan
The people of the A, M, B- church ing to the terms of the judgment, Mrs. Rodriguez and a man named Ortega,
Thompson Is restored to her maiden near
Happy Flats. 'Look out Gregorio
deny that the recent unpleasantness
name.
is going to shoot," some one sang out
between Miss Galena Bell and Mrs.
and a wild scarmble ensued and bulBurns, both colored, oecured in their
COMPETITION
RESTORED,
church building, which Is located on
lets flew in all directions before they
Washington, Jan. 22 Attorney Gen got the gun away from Gallegos.
Main street.
They assert the affair
eral
Wlckersham declares that
took place in the
ShJIoh
Gregorio was not arrested.
Baptlsl interests have been subservedpublic
and Free Press
on
church
Railroad avenue
gives the following parcompetition will be restored under ticulars of two other affairs in which
the reorganization of the "tobacco
Owing to trouble on the coast lines,
trust" adopted as the result of the de- weapons figured prominently:
10
presumably heavy traffic, train No.
John Darby of Arrey where he is
is due to arrive in Las Vegas this cision of the United States supreme
some farming land, was held
renting
court
the
dissolving
corporation.
evening about six hours late. TUs
in $100 bail to keep the peace by Jusmade it necessary to run a stub be
tice Smith Wednesday morning. He
George A. Smith, who has had was
tween Albuquerque and La Junta to
accused of having used threatenof the local office of the Pos
accommodate local travel.
Trains charge
to Epifanio Rivera who
ing
language
from the east are aill now running on tal Telegraph company for some uau annoyea
in many ways,
uamy
has
his
time,
resigned
position and and as
time.
in
such manner as
says
Darby
will take charge of the Western Union
to justify his language. Darby also
in
office
Amarillo, Tex. Mrs. Laura
Two freight train failed to clear at
posted a notice written m Spanish
the switch at Azul late yesterday af Witten has been made manager of the by the jusUce In
Arrey warn"
ternoon and one cattle car was Las Vegas office. W. C. Black, su- vera off the land. This noUce also
of
the
Seventh
division
thrown from the track, tying up traffic perintendent
contained the threat that Darby would
from the east and west for a short of the Postal eTlegraph company, was kill all
trespassers
immediately."
time. Train No. 9 was delayed about in Las Vegas today, from his head- The trouble arose
partly from the fac
in
Denver
Smith
quarters
checking
an hour as a result of the accident
that Darby claims to have rented land
and train No. 2 was held up here a out and Mrs. Witten in. Mr. Black from the Austin-Mar- r
syndicate which
is sorry to lose Mr. Smith from the
short time.
Rivera asserts his daughter filed on.
postal service, but stated this morn- - Darby also had sufered from
many
ing that he is equally glad to be able thefts. In one case a can of lard was
FUNERAL OF MRS. STERN
to
fill
the
as
fine
with
an
vacancy
The funeral of Mrs. Mbert Stern
stolen and when Darby accused his
was held this afternoon at 2 o'clock operator and manager as Mrs. Wit-ten- . neghbor the latter said it had been
Mrs. Witten has been employed "taken
from the home of Charles Ilfeld on
by a dog."
in
the
Santa Fe telegraph offices for
Oonzales street, West side. Many lovA young man named
Hightower,
ing friends of Mrs. Stern were pres some time and once had charge of the who spent several days in this town,
Western
Union
office
here.
She
has, was warned to leave the
ent to pay their final respect to her
place last
memory. The room where the casket in the absence of the regular man- Saturday by some of the citizens here.
been
in
of
the
the
Postal He had been
employ
was placed was a mass of beautiful Hov ager,
hanging around the saers many of whioh had been sent by here and her ability is known to Mr. loons, and was
suspected of picking
Black.
Mrs. Witten assumed charge
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Stern in Althe pockets of men who had more
buquerque and other cities in New this morning. Mr. and Mrs. Smith will than was good for them. He flourMexico. The services were conducted leave for Amarillo, Tex., the early ished a
dagger in one place, showed a
by Dr. Mendel Silber, pastor of Con- part of this week, in all probability revolver, which is believed to have
They have many friends been purloined in another
gregation Albert, Albuquerque. Inter- tomorrow.
place and
ment was in the Jewish cemetery. who will be sorry to hear that they made a nuisance of himself
generally.
The pallbearers, intimate friends of are leaving Las Vegas.
One night he spent in the jail at his
Mr. and Mrs. Stern, were H. N.
own request, not having any other
MR. POLICYHOLDER.
Graubarth, Sig Nahm, A. Strauss, Siplace to sleep. Vagrants of this charDear Sir. Our insurance advice is acter should be warned out of a common Bacharach, B. Appel and Saul
free to you. It may be of value to munity like ours by the peace offRosenthal.
,
you. You pay money willingly for fire icers at once. If the peace officers do
insurance.
not do their duty and rounu up sue!
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Our advice tends to warrant not
the town of
suspicious characters
spending your money in vain. Ask us Hillsfcoro will soon obtain a name as
TABLE
BOARD The best home about
a safe place for, criminals of all kinds,
cooldnjr, at G24 Main street.
"A Better Protection
and the
citizens of the
at the same expense"
will
the
be
sufferers.
community
LOST Lady's
small gun
metal
CUTLER BROS.
watch. Advise Charles A. Spiess 614 Lincoln Ave.
Tel. Main 124.
BUCK ILL IN ALBUQUERQUE
and receive suitable reward.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 22. W. F.
Buck, superintendent of motive power for the Santa Fe with headquarters in Chicago, was removed to the
CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
railway hospital here this morning
suffering from a severe cold and
TO LAUNDRY DAY
contracted while aiding in
keeping the line open in western
Kansas during the blizzard. His condition is not serious.
FRANKTOWN CREAMERY

LOCAL NEWS
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PER CENT DISCOUNT

-3

ON MEN'S

SUITS AND

OVERCOATS

a

Packed 15 Cookies to a Sealed Cardboard
Container lor Wc
A FRESH SUPPL Y JUST RECEIVED.

30.00
27.50
25.00
22.50
20.00

-

AT
THE

STORE THATS

ALWAYS

BUSY

II 1

ESTABLISHED 187
t

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

CO A

L

AND WOOD
NUT

WRITE

LUMP

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
D. W. C OND ONI """"" 21

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

12.50

niriiri in

I

Customer

CANNED FRUITS

LAS VEGAS STEAM

AND

LAUNDRY DAY

VEGETABLES

you'll never go back to the

CANNOT BE BEAT
SOLD

THE GRAAF
We

BUTTER

way.

ed

BY

HAYWARD CO.

Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
81

The

Science of
Selling

Farms

it may be termed a science

include

a means of presenting

GUARANTEE IT

We Have

45c per lb.
2 lbs. for 85c
J.

DON'T BE

THINGS TO EAT

617 Douglas

OPTIC

Some habits one should want to break and
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

WANT COLUMNS

MISLEAD

Ferndell

Goods

Stand in
Class by themselves.
nothing"just as good"

Visit the store and

inspect our line.

When in Need of a Nice Present get one of These

AT

507 5ifA Street

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
succests.

0
0
a
0
0
0
0

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

CYCLAMEN.
50c, 75c. $1.00. $1.25
PERRY ONION & SON

Phooe M.in 462

you About

all bad habits are bad to keep.

0

000

ON QUALITY.

A

ET us tell

0

lain

PDonc

H. STEARNS

Just Brought Over a Fresh Lot of Those Beautiful

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

M.

$30

Want fid.
fiabit

!

must
the

Broadway, Denver,
Aaron
representative,
Eleventh street, East

Rainey, 1101
Las Vegas, N.

Take
H

771

9.00
8.35

W. p. Southard

Read The Optic.

PURE

Phone Main

Local

10.00

000000

It is Dependable Butter
It Satisfies the User.

WE

TRY US ONCE.
PHONE NOW--

Colo.

11.00

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,

0
0

MONUMENTS

12.00

in your Window, let it bring
you good returns by having
it well lighted.

0

Bills Bros.,

13.35

Flat Rate
Window Lighting. You pay
big rent for that small space

0

If you make it

15.00

ur low

0

KIuiIlLIlI

16.65

GREENBERGER

0

t

18.35

No Suit Marked Higher Than

0

THE

"
"
"

13.50

0
0

Just The Best

"
"

16.50

0

g

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

-

15.00

20.00

NOW

"
"

18.00

-

i

4 Ml

SUITS

BOUCHER 'S
(The Coffee Man.)

MAN

KILLED

$

BY TRAIN

j

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

2

0000&$$$Q90

Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 22. Within 20 minutes after his arrival at St.
Joseph's hospital in this city, where
he was brought for treatment early
yesterday morning, D. M. Collins, who
fell under the wheels of the eastbuond
passenger train on the Belen cut-of- f
Saturday night, near Mountainair, died
of his injuries.
Collins, who first was reported to
have lost only an arm as a result of
the accident, was in fact horribly
mangled. One arm was severed near
the shoulder, one leg crushed off at
the hip and his skull fractured. He
was unconscious when picked up and
remained in this state until he died.
Collins was taken to Mountainair
and given emergency treatment and
later removed to Belen. It was evident from the outset he could not
live, but nevertheless he was brought
to Albuquerque on the northbound El

0
0
0
0

i

Paso train yesterday morning and
taken to St. Joseph's hospital, arriv.
ing there about 6:30 o'clock. Surgeons
amputated the crushed limb in an
effort to save Collin's life, but he succumbed a short Ijime afterward.
The body of the unfortunate man
is at Strong Brothers' morgue, where
it is held awaiting advices from relatives. Efforts yesterday were made
to locate the dead man's relatives but
up to late last night no reply had
been received to telegrams sent out.
According to papers on Collins'
body, the man was once employed as
a pipefitter at the Santa Fe ice plant
at Belen. it Is said that at the time
he was run over, he was attempting
to "beat" his way to Oklahoma, riding
the trucks of a passenger coach In
some way he Cell beneath the train
and was run over. His home is be
lieved to have been at Lamar, Colo.
Letters found on him indicate this.

